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Chapter 841 - 6th Element Ball 

  

“Second World” has a rule, even if the target is invisible or in space, if you want to appear from the 

space or invisible state, you must have empty space, otherwise you cannot get out of the space. 

 

In the end, so that the skeleton army will not have a trace of space around him, he used a large horn to 

sneer and said, “I don’t believe you can do it.” 

 

1 minute 

 

2 minutes 

 

… 

 

10 minutes 

 

There was no movement around him, and the eyes of the dying death could not find any enemies, and 

his cold sweat came down. 

 

This way of confronting the enemy is the most painful. You don’t know where the enemy is, but the 

enemy knows where you are. He found himself entrusted and should not come out alone, at least he 

should bring a few high-level thieves. 

 

He waited for more than 10 minutes. In desperation, he decided to retreat and let the skeleton king 

carry his bone box and withdraw hundreds of thousands of skeletons from the Savage Canyon. 



 

After 3 hours. 

 

He walked back to the Black Iron Fortress, entered the fortress, and was relieved after being surrounded 

by senior players and high-level guards such as Mai Lizhe and Gu Wang. 

 

Bian Wuxi cursed: “The player who didn’t know where it came from, slashed 100,000 blood in one fell 

swoop. Fortunately, I have the ability to resurrect, otherwise my heart of death will fall out.” 

 

The ancient king frowned and said, “100,000 blood?” 

 

“Yes, it happened to hit me 100,000 blood, and I only had more than 80,000 blood, just a second.” Bian 

Wuji said. 

 

The ancient king asked: “Who has this ability, it will not be Lu Yang.” 

 

Merriel shook his head and said, “It’s unlikely. If it’s Lu Yang, he will attack us during a full-scale war. 

That’s almost a 100% chance of success.” 

 

“That makes sense,” Bian Wuji said, “Who will it be?” 

 

Ma Lizhe shook his head and said, “When I went out with the ancient lamp of the dead soul and the 

heart of the **** of death, I took a few paladins to follow, and once he attacked, he killed him.” 

 

Bian Wuji nodded, Paladin has invincible skills, and there are many control skills, unless the ranged 

attack, it is absolutely impossible for melee to kill Bian Wuji and then sway in stealth. 

 

… 

 

During the discussion with Wu Lizhe and others here, Tu Feng had already obtained the incident of being 

killed by a surprise attack from the spy he bought. He called and told Lu Yang what happened. 



 

“Bacheng is sent by Liu Jie.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Tu Feng frowned and said, “Boss, the boundless heart of death is more inclined to survive than your 

demon heart. He was killed with one shot. How aggressive is that person, I will send more people to 

protect you.” , Let at least 150 Paladins follow. “ 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “I’m afraid he won’t come. I have nearly 150,000 blood now. He can’t kill me.” 

 

The heart of death gives the player the ability to kill with one blow, but it only erupts instantly. In this 

respect, the heart of the demon is not as good. However, after this time of death, the next outbreak 

needs to wait for 10 minutes, as long as he strikes Lu Yang could not be beaten. Lu Yang believed that he 

had a great chance to fight him back. 

 

“Boss, the last piece of equipment came out, haha, I’m fully equipped.” Xiao Liang shouted excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang looked to the ground, and the last belt in the Guardian’s Oath Suit fell out. Xiao Liang put on a 

complete Guardian’s Oath Suit. 

 

“Finally, it came out.” Lu Yang said that he had been playing here for more than 5 hours, and he was 

almost killed by the rock monsters in the square. 

 

“Boss, this equipment is so good, I can’t believe my attributes.” Xiao Liang said excitedly. 

 

“Report the attributes.” Yeyue asked curiously when listening to the wind. 

 

Xiao Liang said: “Defense 25448, magic resistance 16676, qi 100288.” 

 

Yeyue listened to the wind and looked at her spell damage, and said silently, “I can’t break your magic 

defense with you.” 

 

Xiao Liang proudly said, “I also feel strong.” 



 

Lu Yang shook his head with a smile and said, “Wait a minute, I’ll find you a gem.” 

 

He returned to the demon temple, found 8 sets of blood gems at level 10 and handed them to Xiao 

Liang, and said, “Play them, and see how many attributes.” 

 

“Oh.” Xiao Liang inlaid all the gems on the equipment, and Xiao Liang’s total blood reached 103,488. 

 

“Yes, this blood is almost the same as the defense. Let’s go to the next copy.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Where?” Xiao Liang asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Dark Elemental Magic Temple.” 

 

“Do I follow?” Yeyue asked after listening to the wind. Just now he had reached level 80, and the 

experience of killing the rock monster was too high. 

 

Lu Yang gave him a set of stealth potions and said, “Come together and need your treatment.” 

 

“No problem.” Yeyue was very happy to hear the wind. 

 

Coming down from Turing Mountain, walking in the counterclockwise direction, just one hour later 

came the Dark Elemental Magic Mountain. 

 

Avoid the dark magic elements and enter the Dark Spirit Hall. This is a magic palace made of obsidian. 

 

In the center of the palace square, there is a 3-meter-high, dark blue body, like a slime creature. He has 

no weapons, but seeing his eyes and the dark magical energy flowing throughout his body, he can feel 

his power. . 

 



General Dark (Lord) 

 

Level: 80 

 

Qi and blood: 1000000000/1000000000 

 

“This lord has little blood,” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Not much blood means his magical ability is very strong.” 

 

He pointed his finger at the concave area on the left side of the hall and said, “There is a trick to kill this 

lord. You lead him to run there with red bloodthirsty bloodthirsty, then jump behind him, forcing him to 

hit you with a physical attack. . “ 

 

General Dark Spirit’s spell damage is 150,000. If you want to fight normally, you only need to use druids 

and paladins to resist. Even so, it is very difficult to carry it. Many guilds in the previous life considered 

this copy to be the hardest to hit at level 80. 

 

Later, a studio discovered a feature. If your team has only 3 people, and they are all within 5 meters of 

the Dark General, then the Dark General no longer uses spell attacks, but uses fists. 

 

This amount of blood, such a high magic injury, proves that the main point of General Dark Spirit’s 

attribute point is in intelligence, and other aspects, such as attack and defense will not be too high. 

According to this principle, the studio tried it, It turned out to be so. 

 

The Dark General who was injured by ultra-high law hit his defense with a fist of about 20,000 defensive 

forces, in order to hit 20,000 health. It proves that his attack power is the same as that of the outside 

monsters, which are only 80,000. 

 

Lu Yang equipped Xiao Liang with such a set of equipment. Xiao Liang now has a defense capacity of 

25,000. With iron wall skills, even if he is attacked by 80,000 physical attacks, only 15,000 blood is lost. A 

little damage is not important to Xiao Liang with 100,000 health. 

 



Xiao Liang understood Lu Yang’s request and said, “I’ll try it.” 

 

He watched General Underworld walk back and forth in the room, after he walked a few laps, became 

familiar with his position, and said, “I’m ready.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Come on.” 

 

Xiao Liang nodded, and when the Underworld approached the closest position to the concave area, only 

about 30 meters away, his right-handed shield topped in front of him, and launched an charge at the 

Underworld. 

 

“嘭” 

 

Xiao Liang took a phantom and hit General Dark. 

 

“Human, do you dare to anger the **** of the elements?” The Dark Lord’s taunting words echoed in 

the hall. 

 

“Red Mist Bloodthirsty” 

 

Xiao Liang stared resolutely at General Dark Spirit, and the whole body was glowing with red and red 

mist. General Dark Spirit was about to use spells. When the red mist entered his body, he entered a 

state of rage and punched Xiao Liang Body. 

 

“9768” 

 

Xiao Liang’s Red Mist is bloodthirsty at level 5 and adds an additional 5,000 defenses. 

 

“flicker” 

 



Lu Yang suddenly appeared in the concave area. 

 

“Intercept” 

 

Xiao Liang launched a second charge at Lu Yang, and hit a phantom with Lu Yang. The dark spirit saw 

that Lu Yang had run away and chased Xiao Liang at a speed of 200% of the normal player. 

 

This is a tactic previously arranged by Lu Yang and Xiao Liang. Xiao Liang does not have high-speed 

movement skills. Red Mist Bloodthirsty can only control the target for 3.75 seconds. At this time, he 

cannot run a distance of 30 meters. 

 

The only way was that Xiao Liang actively attacked Lu Yang and attracted the lord monster to come over. 

Sure enough, the Underworld ran into the concave area within 3 seconds. 

 

“Escape The Dagger” 

 

“jump” 

 

Lu Yang jumped out 30 meters away, Xiao Liang jumped behind the General Dark Spirit, and controlled 

the General Dark Spirit inside the concave area. 

 

“No one can provoke the dignity of the elemental spirit.” General Dark’s voice echoed in the hall, and 

he raised his fist and shot Xiao Liang fiercely. 

 

“14976” 

 

Ye Yu listened to the wind and walked to Lu Yang’s side. He raised his hand and hit a cure on Xiao Liang’s 

body. 

 

“20000” (Critical Strike) 

 



Xiao Liang is full of blood! 

 

“Wow, this is too easy.” Yeyue heard the wind. 

 

“There is easier,” Lu Yang said. 

 

He aimed the general’s chest with a heart-burning flame. 

 

“1884400” 

 

Ye Yue heard the wind and said in amazement: “Great.” 

 

Lu Yang’s output almost alone exceeded that of a team. He summoned a flame chariot and stood on the 

car using lava to erupt at the feet of General Dark. 

 

“Flame Cross” 

 

The spinning flame cross hit the target’s head one by one from time to time, the chance of triggering 

critical strikes was less than 3 hours, and the Underworld General fell to the ground with a cry. 

 

A dark element ball fell to the ground, and Lu Yang picked it up and equipped it on his body. At this time, 

there were already 6 element **** on his body, and it was very beautiful floating behind him. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the other dropped items. The Dark Element Elf made the transfer certificate and the 

rule crystal. Sure enough, it was two top-level items. The Dark Element Elf made the transfer certificate 

and his second transfer certificate a level. Lu Yang felt that he could let Han Ying come here to help. 

 

Dominant Crystal 

 

Level: 80 



 

Summon level: +5 

 

This is a top-level treasure at the same level as the Flame Seal, the Ancient Lamp of the Soul, and the 

Poisonous Orb. It can increase the summon level of Warlock players by 5. 

 

Han Ying has a heart of destruction, and can enter into different time to summon creatures. If the 

summoning level is increased by 5, he can summon 100 creatures to participate in the battle in advance 

at level 75. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 842 - Thunder Devourer 

  

Lu Yang built a sentry tower in situ, opened up Han Ying’s intercom, and asked, “Are you free?” 

 

Han Ying just arrived at level 80, just returned with a team of people to the main city for resupply, and 

asked, “What is it?” 

 

Lu Yang sent Han Ying a picture of the transfer certificate and the reigning crystal, saying, “Come and 

wait for me in the Guild Hall.” 

 

“Come here,” Han Ying said. 

 

After 10 minutes, the tower was completed, Lu Yang flew back to St. Gall, found Han Ying in the guild 

hall, and gave her the transfer certificate and the rule crystal. 

 

“Brother, I’m going to transfer.” Han Ying stood up and prepared to leave. 

 



Lu Yang took Han Ying out of the hall and just walked to the door of a hotel. Suddenly, he heard 

someone laughing in the seat on the first floor of the hotel by the window, and his voice made him feel 

familiar. 

 

“I laughed, I laughed.” 

 

“I can’t do it anymore, it’s so funny.” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang turned to look at the two, and found that they were both old acquaintances, once the two 

fortress bosses in Hannibal City, Lu Jie and Yao Zhi. 

 

“What are you two laughing at?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Lu Jie and Yao Zhi saw Lu Yang, they were not afraid, they laughed happier. 

 

Lu Jie even covered his stomach and said, “Boss Lu Yang, you are here just right. I told you a joke, it 

made me laugh.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “What a joke?” 

 

“Li Xiuyu was abandoned by Li Xiuyu.” Lu Jie burst into tears. 

 

Yao Zhi said, “Cangtian has eyes.” 

 

Lu Yang asked Han Ying to move first. He approached the hotel and sat down next to the two. He smiled 

and asked, “How do you know?” 

 

Lu Jie said, “A friend of mine told me that Li Xiuyu’s family had a debt crisis. In order to regain family 

trust, he promised the family to marry a woman from another family. 



 

But this woman knew about the silk language. In order to show that he had hated the silk language, Li 

Xiuyu even slapped the silk language in front of the woman and took her away. “ 

 

Yao Zhi said: “You said that it was ridiculous. Li Xiuyu blamed all the reasons for the failure of the game 

on the silk language. The silk language has a deep affection for her. This woman really did like the boss 

of Lu Yang said. 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “People are doing, heaven is watching, heaven is circulating, and retribution is 

unpleasant.” 

 

Lu Jie and Yao Zhi both sighed. I don’t know if they were lamenting for the siblings or for themselves. 

 

Lu Yang asked, “What are you going to do in the future?” 

 

Lu Jie sighed again and said, “Play blindly, make a guild, and stop playing, just play this game.” 

 

Lu Yang thought for a while and asked, “Let ’s do this, I allow you two to build a wild fortress within my 

sphere of influence, and do it with me, how?” 

 

Lu Jie and Yao Zhi have become funeral dogs, and the guild is about to dissolve. The two did not expect 

that Lu Yang gave such a good opportunity at this time. 

 

“Boss Lu Yang, don’t you blame us for lying to you?” Yao Zhi said in shock. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “No wonder, I have no injustice with the two of you. I won, and you came to 

lose. I didn’t mean to catch you and let me go. How to play and how to play, willing If it becomes my 

affiliated guild, as long as the number is limited to less than 200,000, you can develop whatever you 

want. “ 

 

“Thank you, Boss Luyang.” Yao Zhi and Lu Jie said gratefully. If this is the case, they will have a freshman. 

 



“Brother, my transfer is complete.” Han Ying ran back and said. 

 

Lu Yang reached out and patted the two shoulders, saying, “I’m gone. If you have anything to do with Tu 

Feng, you can also contact me directly.” 

 

“Thank you.” Yao Zhi and Lu Jie stood up and sent Lu Yang out of the gate. 

 

“Brother, are they so happy?” Han Ying asked. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “I let them build a wild fortress within our sphere of influence.” 

 

Han Ying said in surprise: “Brother, you are generous.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said: “They have no injustice with me, it is not me who killed them, forget about 

them, let’s go back to the guild hall, you take me to a different time, I will help you catch Summon the 

beast. “ 

 

“Oh.” Han Ying returned to the Guild Hall with Lu Yang, using the heart of destruction to bring Lu Yang 

into the desolate world of dust. 

 

The system prompts: You have entered the time and space 

 

Lu Yang looked around. There were many elite monsters at level 80. He told Han Ying: “Let’s go to 

monsters at level 100.” 

 

“Level 100?” Han Ying asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Your ruling crystal allows you to recruit 100 summoners in advance. There is exactly one 

that we need to make a copy now, and he can help a lot.” 

 

“Oh.” Han Ying said. 



 

Lu Yang is not very familiar with this place, and Han Ying is not familiar with them. They searched for a 

long time and finally found a level 100 wild monster area. 

 

“Brother, what monster are you looking for?” Han Ying asked. 

 

“Thunder beast, let’s go to the thunderbolt area to see.” Lu Yang and Han Ying carefully escaped the 

various level 100 lord monsters and headed towards the thunderbolt area not far away. 

 

In the last life, he saw the official release of the extra-space strategy on the forum. Among the monsters 

described therein, there is a 100-level monster called the thunder beast, which devours thunder magic, 

and Lu Yang has 3 elements left. The ball didn’t hit, one of them was Thunder. 

 

In a thunderous area, Lu Yang found a huge brown-red Warcraft with two curved corners on his head, 

his body was over 5 meters tall, and his belly was very fat, a bit fat and cute. Herbivorous dragon. 

 

Thunder Devourer (Elite) 

 

Level: 100 

 

Qi and blood: 8000000000/8000000000 

 

“A lot of blood.” Han Ying said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Call it, this guy.” 

 

“Very cute, okay.” Han Ying called on the thunder beast and called with Destruction Heart, and soon, the 

call was successful. 

 

The 5 meter tall body of the thunder beast changed into a 1 meter tall puppy, and ran to the side of Han 

Ying, licking the palm of Han Ying. 



 

“It’s so cute Han Ying hugs the thunder beast intimately. 

 

System prompt: your intimacy with the thunder beast +2 

 

The thunder beast felt that Han Ying loved him and was more happy. After being summoned by the 

player, the blood of thunder beast left only 800,000, defense 20,000, and attack 20,000. This is a level 80 

state. At level 100, the attributes are higher. 

 

Han Ying teased the thunder beast and turned to ask, “Brother, where are we going next?” 

 

Lu Yang took out his scepter and said, “Follow me.” 

 

The light flashed, and he returned to Elemental Space with Han Ying, Xiao Liang and Ye Yu listening to 

the wind waiting there. 

 

“Boss, you are back.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang nodded, returned to the demon space to take out a set of stealth potions and handed them to 

Han Ying, and said, “Follow me, we go to the Thunder Elemental Temple.” 

 

After descending from the Dark Elemental God Mountain and walking counterclockwise for 2 hours, Lu 

Yang took the team to the foot of the Thunder Elemental God Mountain. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 843 - Lightning Elemental Ball 

  



“boom” 

 

A thick-armed thunderbolt fell on dark elemental creatures not far away, and several dark elemental 

creatures with hundreds of millions of blood were all wiped out. 

 

“This power is so strong.” Yeyue said to the wind. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The Lei Ling Temple and the Fire Spirit Temple are tied for the most difficult temple to 

fight. They are very eating equipment. Fortunately, the Thunder Elemental Temple has a way to crack it. 

Come with me.” 

 

He led the crowd into the hall. 

 

The system prompts: You found the Thunder Palace 

 

There is a huge lightning ball with a diameter of 5 meters suspended in the center of Lei Ling Temple 

Square. He has no shape, it is a sphere, wandering around the center of the hall. From time to time, a 

bucket of thick lightning strikes the blue metal columns around it. Make a deafening roar. 

 

General Lei Ling (Lord) 

 

Level: 80 

 

1000000000/1000000000 

 

“This lord’s lightning looks very thick.” Xiao Liang blinked and said, he felt unable to carry a lightning 

injury. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “You can’t resist this, let Han Ying’s baby resist.” 

 



Xiao Liang and Yeyue listened to the wind and looked at the red puppy beside Han Ying. Yeyue listened 

to the wind and said, “Can this resist, how can I feel it in seconds?” 

 

The thunder beast tilted a glance at Yeyue to listen to the wind, took a few steps forward under the 

command of Han Ying, and his body suddenly stood upright. 

 

Yeyue listened to the wind and only felt a huge dark shadow appearing in front of him. When he 

reacted, the red puppy just turned into a giant red monster with a height of 5 meters. 

 

“So strong.” Yeyue sighed at the wind. 

 

Han Ying smiled slightly, pointed his right hand at the thunder ball, and the thunder beast rushed 

towards General Lei Ling. 

 

“Somebody dared to challenge the dignity of the elemental god.” Thunderball’s voice echoed in the hall, 

and from his body, a lightning thicker than the bucket hit the thunder beast. 

 

“30875” 

 

The thunder beast has 800,000 blood, which hurts him nothing at all. 

 

Yeyue Tingfeng added two consecutive cures to the thunder beast’s body, and the thunder beast’s 

health returned to full value. 

 

“It’s too easy.” Yeyue heard the wind. 

 

A burning heart of Lu Yang hit General Lei Ling’s body, killing the opponent’s nearly 2 million health, and 

said, “Change Xiao Liang and you will know, Xiao Liang’s more than 10,000 magic resistance can’t bear it 

Thunder beast has a thunderbolt. “ 

 

Han Ying said, “The thunder resistance of the thunder beast is 100,000 points.” 

 



Yeyue Tingfeng and Xiao Liang both looked startled. 

 

“Then I can’t carry it,” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang laughed, released a lava eruption at the foot of General Lei Ling, attacked with a fire cross, and 

hit him while communicating with Lan Yu’s speaker, saying “how many levels.” 

 

“It’s level 80 soon, and there are at most 3 hours. The upgrade here is too fast.” Lan Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “I’m telling you something, the news I just got, Li Xiuyu is married.” 

 

Lan Yu was surprised and asked, “Who, slang?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Li Xiuyu married a beautiful woman as his wife at the request of the marriage of the 

family, and slapped a slap in front of the new wife.” 

 

Lan Yu said, “Weird.” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head, and Lan Yu’s character was good. The last life’s silk language and Li Xiuyu were 

treacherous, but it hurt Lan Yu’s life. 

 

“Don’t sympathize with this woman, she blame herself.” Lu Yang said, it is conceivable that the second 

half of the Silk language will be cast aside by everyone, anyone who knows the Silk language will laugh at 

her for being punished like this. 

 

As for Li Xiuyu, although he has married his wife now, Lu Yang will not spare him, and it will not be long 

before the economic crisis will come. 

 

The global economic crisis will not only destroy Li Xiuyu’s family, but also countless other powerful 

families like him, not to mention that Lu Yang asked Qi Yun to take care of Li Xiuyu’s company and his 

wife’s company. 

 



Lu Yang and Lan Yu talked for a long time. It has been a long time since he and Lan Yu talked, because 

Liu Jie, Tian Yao, the economic crisis, and the national war are about to start, everything let Lu Yang 

Feeling nervous. 

 

He would spend time solving these problems, and sometimes even left Lan Yu cold, but Lan Yu was very 

good. She is a very obedient girl. Knowing that Lu Yang is busy, she never messes with her. 

 

She never asked Lu Yang to take her out to buy luxury goods. Every day when Lu Yang was idle, she 

quietly stayed with Lu Yang to relax Lu Yang’s mood. When Lu Yang worked, she would Go to lead the 

team to improve their ranks and reduce the pressure on Lu Yang. 

 

A little girl silently shared the pressure for Lu Yang and never had any requirements. She was like a drop 

of clear spring. When Lu Yang was tired, her heart was sweet. 

 

“Brother, I’m very tired to see you these days, take a rest.” Lan Yu softly advised. 

 

Lu Yang’s heart was softened and he said, “Wait a second, after destroying Miriam.” 

 

Without killing Ma Lizhe, there is always such a nail around him, which makes Lu Yang very 

uncomfortable. 

 

Soon, Merlech ’s affairs will soon be over. His troops are far worse than Lu Yang ’s combat effectiveness. 

The only special thing is the Skeleton Army and the Poisonous Heart. Both of these things can be solved, 

but A matter of time. 

 

System prompt: You killed General Thunder 

 

Lu Yang looked into the field, General Lei Ling fell to the ground, and an elemental thunder ball fell from 

his body. A thunder element wizard made a transfer certificate, thunder seal and a special lightning 

system skill. 

 



The Thunder Seal is the same as the Fire Seal, increasing the level of the Lightning skill by 5 levels. The 

effect of God’s Penalty Thunder is the same as that of Blazing Heart Flame, and it also deals damage 

based on intelligence. 

 

Lu Yang said: “It’s really good, Mu Yu is all here.” 

 

He returned to the city of St. Gall and called Mu Yu back, took the little girl to transfer to learn skills, and 

then brought Mu Yu back to the element space. 

 

“Now we can go to the Light Elementary Temple.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Along the way, Mu Yu was still in a confused state, but he was very proud of the lightning skills he just 

learned. 

 

The little girl Mengmeng said to Lu Yang, “Brother, where are we going? I feel like I’m strong.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Go to the Light Elemental Temple, it’s all up to you this time.” 

 

“Um.” The little girl gestured a little fist. Under the blessing of the thunder mark and a suit, Shen Xun 

Tian Lei was born with a level 7 skill, and the damage value is intelligence multiplied by 120. , Elemental 

Ball, Demon Heart to Mu Yu, his output value is not much worse than Lu Yang. 

 

This is why Lu Yang dared to hit the Holy Spirit Temple. 

 

System prompt: you enter the Holy Spirit Temple 

 

In the middle of a hall illuminated by the holy light, there was an angel-like creature floating in the air. 

 

  

  

  



 

Chapter 844 - New Skill-Immortal Light 

  

General Holy Spirit (Lord) 

 

Level: 80 

 

Qi and blood: 1000000000/1000000000 

 

“Xiao Liang took the blame.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“I’ll try it.” Xiao Liang slammed into the body of General Holy Spirit with a shield. 

 

“Ignorant mortals, you will be punished by the Holy Light.” The angel-like general, the Holy Spirit, 

slashed on Xiao Liang’s shield with a sword in his right hand. 

 

“20000” 

 

Xiao Liang blinked his eyes and said, “I can resist.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed under his heart. If he couldn’t handle it, he wouldn’t bring Xiao Liang. General Holy 

Spirit is the weakest attacking force among the nine elements. His strongest place is blood. 

 

The favorite of this product is to increase one’s health every 30 seconds and restore 1 million points of 

qi and blood. 

 

If you want to kill this lord, you need 20 masters of dark gold sets, but if there are more people, the 

attack method of this goods will change. When there are more than 5 people, he will release the wrath 

of group light. Like lightning, as long as there are 2 players within 20 meters, they will jump continuously 

until one party is jumped to death or leaves the 20 meter position. 

 



But the map is so big. If there are 20 people who want to make a copy of this map, someone will stand 

side by side if they don’t pay attention. 

 

If there are several unlucky people standing together next to the wrath of the Holy Light at the same 

time, the next time the Wrath of the Light jumps, it is equivalent to mass destruction. 

 

There are several other skills, all of which are for multi-player players. Now there are only 5 people on 

Lu Yang’s side, and the Holy Spirit will only release single attack skills. Players with ultra-high damage are 

here to kill him, which is why Lu Yang is hitting the Holy Spirit General in the second to last. 

 

“Blazing Heart” 

 

Lu Yang pointed an archangel with his right hand, and a fire broke out in the heart of the angel. 

 

“2422800” 

 

Lu Yang handed over three elemental balls, the heart of the demon god, and the set of the World 

Destroyer to Mu Yu. The little girl replaced Lu Yang’s equipment with an intellectual property that 

instantly improved a lot. 

 

“The Thunder of Penalty” 

 

A purple-golden lightning hit the general’s head in the sky. 

 

“1882200” 

 

“Well, it killed more than 4 million blood in an instant. It’s so easy to blame.” Yeyue sighed after hearing 

the wind. 

 

Lu Yang changed his equipment, released a lava eruption at the foot of General Holy Spirit, and hit it 

with a flame cross. 

 



After 30 seconds. 

 

“The holy light shines on the earth, and he brings light to the earth.” The holy sword in the angel’s hand 

pointed to the sky, and a holy light fell on him. 

 

“+1000000” 

 

The words of green life restoration left everyone speechless. 

 

“This guy also brought back blood.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang raised his hand to a burning flame. 

 

“2422800” 

 

He returned the equipment to Mu Yu and said, “Fortunately, Mu Yu is there, and it can be easier to 

play.” 

 

Mu Yu aimed at the lord to use the Thunder of Penalty. 

 

“1882200” 

 

… 

 

Two hours later, General Holy Spirit fell to the ground, was easily killed by the crowd, and an elemental 

ball fell. 

 

“The eighth, this is the eighth.” Xiao Liang picked up the element ball excitedly and ran to Lu Yang. 

 



Lu Yang was equipped with a smile on his body. At this time, he only had the last elemental ball—space-

time elemental ball. 

 

He looked at the other things on the ground, an element of the Holy Light that made the transfer 

certificate and a silver-paged skill book-the Holy Light immortal. 

 

Immortal Light 

 

Occupation: Pastor 

 

Cost: 5000 magic 

 

Distance: 50 yards 

 

Description: When the Holy Light is watching you, you will be fearless. No one can destroy you, and no 

one can destroy you. Within 5 seconds, the Holy Light absorbs all the damage that causes the target to 

die. 

 

“Boss, what does this skill mean?” Yeyue asked after listening to the wind. 

 

Lu Yang said: “If you attach this skill to us, even if he only has a drop of blood, he will not be killed by 

anyone within 5 seconds, which is a very powerful skill.” 

 

Yeyue listened to the wind and looked at the transfer certificate and skill book brightly, saying, “Boss, I 

want it.” 

 

The two women, Mu Yu and Han Ying, covered their mouths and laughed. Xiao Liang rolled her eyes 

silently. They did n’t know what to say about Ye Yue Ting Feng, who was still obsessed with skill books. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Both of them are sent to you.” 

 



“Thank you, boss.” Ye Yue heard the wind and took the two items from Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang said, “But there is one thing you need to know. This is the transfer job of Milk Ride. There is also 

a branch in Milk Ride called Rev. Skywrath, which is responsible for output. If you choose this for a 

second turn, you will hit it later. You ca n’t change the priest’s transfer certificate. “ 

 

Yeyue said proudly: “I only like adding blood. When the assistant is more fun than the output, you see, 

when others can’t kill me, I feel better than killing.” 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

Lu Yang: “…” 

 

“The idea is so advanced.” Lu Yang was speechless. There was such a priest and paladin in the last life. 

Their favorite thing was that they would not only output blood when they went out to PK. They would 

suffer by hitting him by relying on the rebound of the Holy Light. Not overlapping. 

 

You kill him, he adds blood, you ca n’t beat him. The priest and the knight both have the ability to 

rebound damage. When a thief with bad equipment often kills the priest, he is shielded by the priest ’s 

light instead of waiting to kill the priest. Bounce damage left blood. 

 

When the thief was silent, the priest often said proudly: “Give you time to add blood and let you hit me 

again, and wait for you to hide.” 

 

Rogues often run silently. 

 

“I’ll take you back to the city. The next lord needs to use the Holy Light Immortal skill.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“OK.” Yeyue said to the wind. 

 



Lu Yang took him away from the Holy Spirit Hall. After the sentry tower was built, he and Yeyue listened 

to the wind and returned to the main city. After Yeyue listened to the wind and transferred, he took 

Yeyue listened to the wind and returned to the element space. 

 

“Let’s go and go to the next place.” Lu Yang said. 

 

He has gone to nine of the nine **** mountains in the element space, leaving only the last time and 

space **** mountain. After walking for two hours, he came to the foot of the time and space **** 

mountain and stopped in front of a blue space-time vortex gate. 

 

“What is this and why is there a whirlpool?” Yeyue listened to the wind and asked Lu Yang said, “Here is 

the gate of the Nether Spirit Temple. Come with me.” 

 

“Oh.” 

 

… 

 

A group of people walked into the vortex with Landing Sun, the light flashed, and they appeared in a 

blue space everywhere. 

 

The river-like time passing through the space seems to make people feel special. 

 

In the middle of the space area, there is a strange 3-meter-high creature with full tentacles and legs 

underneath. 

 

Nether General (Lord) 

 

Level: 80 

 

Qi and blood: 1000000000/1000000000 

 



Lu Yang said: “This is still Xiao Liang’s resistance. Han Ying’s thunder-throwing beast is the second 

defense. Yeyue listens to the wind and listens to my orders, and sets Xiao Liang’s holy light at any time.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 845 - Collection of 9 series element balls 

  

The feature of General Void is the confinement of time and space. He will confine once every 2 minutes 

for 3 seconds, and take this opportunity to launch a severe wound. 

 

There is no doubt that more than 40,000 defenses will be responsible for the anti-strange war. The only 

way at present is to use the holy light immortal method. 

 

“I’ll give it a try.” Xiao Liang lowered his helmet, rushed towards the Nether General with his shield on 

his face, and he slammed into the Nether General’s body. 

 

“-1” 

 

He chopped a sword on the body of General Nether. 

 

“Miss” 

 

Suddenly, the general’s body exuded a gorgeous blue light, avoiding skills. 

 

“No, don’t attack, I didn’t hit him.” Xiao Liang shouted in panic. 

 

Lu Yang did not release his skills, he was afraid of this situation. One of the characteristics of General 

Void is time and space avoidance. His body will trigger special skills to hide into time and space at any 

time. At this time, no skills can hurt him. 



 

Mu Yu waited beside Lu Yang. Her attacking skills were only the generals that could be attacked by 

Shenlei Tianlei. Other skills were invalid and there was no attack. 

 

The light flashed, and General Void returned to the real world from the void, punching **** Xiao Liang’s 

shield. 

 

“36186” 

 

Xiao Liang’s total blood volume is only over 100,000. This can’t support 3 attacks. Fortunately, Xiao 

Liang’s equipment has improved the defense level, so that there will not be a critical strike, otherwise, 

two consecutive critical strikes Must spike. 

 

“Blazing Heart” 

 

Lu Yang was released at the heart of General Void. 

 

“2422800” 

 

Lu Yang handed the equipment to Mu Yu, and the two continued to cooperate with the output. When 1 

minute and 55 seconds elapsed, General Void landed on his right finger and said, “You will be crushed by 

time and space.” 

 

“Give me the sacred light,” Lu Yang said. 

 

Yeyue listened to the wind staff and pointed at Lu Yang, releasing a golden light falling on him. 

 

“Temporal imprisonment” 

 

A pure blue light swept across the hall, and everyone was fixed in place, only to see with their eyes. 

 



The light flashed. 

 

The Nether General appeared in front of Lu Yang, and the sword in his hand quickly hacked at him with a 

phantom. 

 

“269320” (slammed) 

 

“598760” (Critical + Critical) 

 

“271976” (slammed) 

 

Continuously chopping 3 knives within 3 seconds, Lu Yang’s total blood is only 150,000. If there is no 

immortal light, the first knives will die. 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

The time and space imprisonment ended, Xiao Liang jumped behind the general of the void, launched 

the red mist bloodthirsty, and forced the general of the void to change his attack target to him. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t move in the first second from the imprisonment, and the second was almost over. When 

Xiao Liang taunted, he flickered away. 

 

Yeyue listened to the wind to add blood continuously to fill Lu Yang’s blood, and sighed, “This output is 

too high, it is too scary.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and continued to output. 

 

… 

 

Two hours later, General Void was killed on the ground, and a bead emitting blue light from space-time 

fell to the ground. 



 

Orb of Time 

 

Lu Yang picked up the orb and equipped it on his body, the light flashed, and another orb appeared 

behind Lu Yang. 

 

System Tip: You gain a special skill-Enrage Fury 

 

“Finally, we are all together.” Lu Yang said excitedly. 

 

“Boss, you are so cool. Quickly change to a chariot and see. I feel it is even cooler to have chariots and 

beads together.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang proudly launched his riding skills, and a flash of light flashed. Lu Yang appeared in the middle of 

the flame chariot. A Destroyer suit was lava-like red all over the body. He held the Destroyer Staff and 

floated behind him. With 9 elemental balls. 

 

“Handsome.” Han Ying and Mu Yu said together. 

 

Lu Yang’s inner thoughts, he also thought that he was very handsome. In the last life, he had seen one 

such player own an element ball and a flame chariot, but he did not have his own element ball. 

 

“Let those people think that the boss has no baby. I took the picture and let them know how strong our 

boss is.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Mu Yu said: “Focus on the nine orbs in the back, only four of the ancient kings, let them envy.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Take it, send it to Tu Feng and let him have a press release.” 

 

Some foreign players have already hit the element ball. This is not a particularly rare item. If the 

opponent knows that they have 9, they will be scared. 



 

After Xiao Liang, Mu Yu and Han Ying took Lu Yang from various angles, they sent the photos to Tu Feng, 

who was responsible for finding someone to write the manuscript. 

 

Taking advantage of this time, Lu Yang gathered the flame chariot back to General Nether, and looked at 

the other items that he had dropped. One of the items was a golden book page, which was particularly 

conspicuous. Lu Yang couldn’t help picking it up. . 

 

Time and Space Imprisonment 

 

Type: Special Spell 

 

Cost: 10,000 magic 

 

Distance: 30 yards 

 

Description: He can keep everything still, including time and space and alien space. 

 

Lu Yang was really excited. He did not expect that the skill book “Time and Space Imprisonment” could 

burst out here. This is a skill book comparable to the curse. Even if the curse is forbidden, some players 

must consider and decide whether to change it. . 

 

The price of this book of the last generation was among the high-end elite players. The price was tens of 

thousands of gold coins. The reason why it is so expensive is his description in the last paragraph. As a 

small-scale control skill, if hit by time and space, Even if the target escapes into the void, it will 

immediately disappear. 

 

The range of this skill is 10 yards and the control time is 3 seconds. For top PK masters, 3 seconds means 

the end of the battle. Players with this skill are invincible in heads-up and small-scale group battles. . 

 

Lu Yang picked up the skill book, he sent a message to the knight in black, and said, “Come to the hall of 

the Holy City Guild and hit a superb skill book that belongs to you.” 



 

He sent the picture of the book to the knight in black. 

 

“Thank you, boss, come back here.” The black knight quickly returned to the holy city and came to the 

guild hall, just happened to meet Lu Yang. 

 

“Boss This skill book is useful.” The knight in black asked curiously. 

 

Lu Yang briefly introduced it. The knight in black understood it and said with bright eyes, “This is a 

superb skill for PK and escape.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “That’s right. I plan to go out with me tomorrow morning to do the task.” 

 

“Oh,” said the knight in black. 

 

“Boss, isn’t it the anniversary tomorrow, the forum has been arguing for a long time, and I don’t know 

what is good, the official said nothing.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “I’ll know tomorrow.” 

 

Zhou Tianming is a good thing. The official did not release it. It is estimated that the official is afraid to 

scare all players. 

 

Starting from the first day of the anniversary, the full service player ’s experience of playing monsters 

increased by 3 times, which is enough to reduce the player’s upgrade speed by one third. 

 

The second is a monster siege. Countless lords will participate in the siege battle. Lu Yang and these are 

the lords, so that his other 6 elemental **** can not be full of energy. 

 

Chapter 846 - 1st anniversary 

  



Early the next morning. 

 

After Lu Yang’s early washing, he entered the game. 

 

At the forum, players are still curious to discuss the issue of anniversary celebrations. 

 

“I guess there must be an experience bonus for this anniversary. This is the first anniversary.” 

 

“Other online games have monster siege. Will we have such a good thing here?” 

 

“Hey, if there is a monster siege, it will have experience and money.” 

 

“Equipment, beg monsters to attack the city.” 

 

“Seek monsters.” 

 

… 

 

There are too many message posts on the forum that hope that the monster siege, as if everyone wants 

the monster to siege. 

 

Lu Yang had a black line in his forehead. This was the case in the previous life. It is estimated that the 

system has responded to the player’s requirements. The monsters that originally existed siege the city. 

When the monsters appeared, they were added more. City, 42 were captured by monsters. 

 

System reminder: Please note that players, please note that the anniversary celebration officially starts 

at 12 noon, the service experience of the full service is increased by 3 times, and special bonus effects 

can be obtained at any NPC server. 

 

System reminder: The siege war of ten thousand families will start formally at 12 noon. The siege will 

last for 7 days. Players are requested to prepare for the battle in advance. 



 

… 

 

The two messages were prompted more than 10 times in a row. 

 

“There are monsters siege!” 

 

“Triple experience.” 

 

“Revelry, and gain.” 

 

“Come and come, can’t wait.” 

 

… 

 

Players are in a carnival, and the Iron Brotherhood is also insane. Finding a NPC on the side of the road 

can get a special effect that adds 100 points to the five attributes of strength, endurance, physical, 

intelligence, and sensitivity for 24 hours. 

 

Lu Yang did not choose to stay in the main city. He chose to bring Hei Yan, Mu Yu, Han Ying, Xiao Liang 

and Yeyue to listen to the wind and 150 sword guards to a small village next to the city of St. Gall. 

 

“Boss, aren’t we going to kill the element, why are we here?” Xiao Liang asked curiously. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Don’t go there today. I just received news that there are hidden tasks about siege.” 

 

“What task?” Mu Yu asked brightly. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Go in and know.” 

 



He led the crowd into the village. This is a very small village with an average level of 6, and no one has 

come to the barren. 

 

The low-level players in the server are in various novice villages, and players over 10 levels are upgraded 

in the copy. 

 

“There is such a desolate place in the game, I can’t think of it.” Yeyue listened to the wind and looked 

inside the village, saying. 

 

An NPC veteran came to Lu Yang with a cane and said, “Young warriors, would you like to help this 

village get through the difficulties?” 

 

Lu Yang waited for this sentence and asked, “Is something wrong?” 

 

The old man said, “I am the village head of this village. The monster is about to attack the city. We must 

suffer here. You also saw that the village is either old or young. They can’t go. I hope you can help us to 

guard the village. “ 

 

Lu Yang said: “Of course, what can we do?” 

 

The village chief said, “Can you go outside to cut some trees? The village’s defense is too poor. If you 

need an axe, you can buy it at the Zhangjia Blacksmith Shop.” 

 

Lu Yang pointed to the smithy on the left and said, “Everyone goes to buy an axe and go out and cut the 

tree.” 

 

“Oh.” Hei Yan and the others dispersed and chopped wood. Xiao Liang and Yeyue listened to the wind. 

They always followed Lu Yang to prevent someone from sneaking in. 

 

The monster siege does not require Lu Yang to return to the city at the beginning of the battle. Each 

siege starts from a level 1 creature, and the levels gradually increase. 

 



At the beginning, a level 1 mob full of maps did n’t wait for Lu Yang to fight. He was killed by the player. 

Lu Yang can also grab the mobs. A forbidden spell can kill most of the mobs. Hate, you have to be hated 

by the players. 

 

It’s different here, no one is here to grab, as long as the monster siege battle is not over and the village 

is not broken, there will be a continuous stream of monsters coming to attack. 

 

Lu Yang bought an axe and felled outside the city to cut down trees. It was easy to cut down a tree. After 

a while, he cut down a large tree and cut it into several sections. He then returned to the village door 

and gave it to the village. Carpenter, he and the villagers responsible for repairing the fence. 

 

Four hours later, just before noon, Lu Yang was taking everyone to sit at the entrance of the village to 

rest. The village walls have been formed, and each wall is made of 3 meters high rough wood side by 

side. 

 

“I guess the monster siege is about to start.” 

 

“I don’t know what is responsible for siege.” 

 

“It must be a very powerful elite monster and boss monster. I feel that the level is at least 40 or higher.” 

 

“It’s too low. So many people are above level 60. I think it’s level 60.” 

 

… 

 

The holy sword knights and Hei Yan talked for a while to monster siege. Lu Yang laughed at them, hoping 

that they would not be scared by the sight of siege for a while. 

 

[World Channel] Hell Devil: Ha ~ ha ~ ha ~ ha ~, humans, tremble and fear, starting today, I will destroy 

you all. 

 

System prompt: Monster siege officially begins. 



 

500 meters outside the village, 6 rays of light lit up. Lu Yang couldn’t help covering his eyes with his 

hands. After the light weakened, 6 huge blue portals appeared. 

 

“Giggle, giggling ~ giggling!” Level 1 chicks fluttered out of the portal with groups of wings and launched 

a fierce attack on the village. 

 

Hei Yan: “…” 

 

wilderness:”……” 

 

Mufeng: “…” 

 

“I …” The knight in black didn’t know what to say, looked at the curse he had just prepared, and said, “Is 

the system funny? Send a bunch of chickens over here, what can I use to fight it?” 

 

Lu Yang released a lava eruption at the door and said with a smile, “Wait a minute.” 

 

Everyone nodded boringly, and they found that this siege battle was different from what they had 

imagined. 

 

“Giggle ~!” The chicks seem endless Every time there are thousands of people jumping out of the portal, 

just after entering the lava eruption skills, the chicks are all hanging. 

 

System Tip: You get 3 experience points (3 times more experience) 

 

You gain 564 team experience (3x more experience) 

 

… 

 



The wasteland sat bored beside Lu Yang, throwing stones on the ground and said, “Weird experience is 

not as much as team experience.” 

 

Everyone nodded together. 

 

Lu Yang thought, this is during the day, waiting for the night, you have to suffer. 

 

“A deer is out, a deer is out,” Yeyue said after listening to the wind. 

 

After the six portals released thousands of chicks, they changed one mob and turned into a level 2 sika 

deer. 

 

“Woo ~” A deer sounded, and a group of sika deer jumped out of the portal and stormed towards the 

village. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 847 - Kill God Now 

  

“It’s not going to go up from level 1 monsters slowly. If it’s all these monsters, it’s too boring,” said the 

wasteland. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Well for entertainment, relax, and the level will be up in a while.” 

 

“That’s right.” The wasteland nodded and said, “Playing high-level monsters every day, I finally have a 

chance to abuse the monsters, look at me.” 

 

The wasteland jumped out of the village, and the holy sword in his hands bloomed with golden light. 



 

“Holy Rage” 

 

The wasteland swept around and eight sika deer fell to the ground and died. 

 

“Well, I’m strong.” The wasteland sketched a very strong shape. 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

“This second product.” Mufeng said silently. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Go play if you like. It’s very random to kill such stranges. You don’t have to 

stay here.” 

 

“Uh, then we’re going to play too.” Many players of the Holy Knights rushed to beat each other, after a 

master’s addiction. 

 

When Lu Yang defended the small village here, the siege battle began on the other side of the main city. 

Unlike the village chief, hundreds of portals outside the main wall of the main city were opened 20 

minutes away from the main city. Millions of chicks and sika deer are attacking the gate. 

 

“It’s too simple.” 

 

“This siege battle is comfortable.” 

 

“Team and team, everyone has a lot of experience playing teams.” 

 

… 

 



None of the players foresee problems in the follow-up. The first wave is a chicken, the second wave is a 

sika deer, and the third wave is a little bad demon. 

 

… 

 

At the 5th wave, the portal burst into brilliant colors. 

 

The system prompts: boss monsters come, boss monsters come, please pay attention. 

 

… 

 

Three consecutive broadcasts made all players’ eyes widened, looking forward to the arrival of the 

monster, but when the players found that the boss was coming, everyone showed a crying and laughing 

expression. In the distance, millions of young golden dragons dangled. Short legs rushed towards the 

main city. 

 

“This is also called a boss, level 5.” 

 

“What’s wrong with level 5, do him. When I first entered the game, I didn’t let this little thing bully. 

Brothers, the opportunity for revenge came.” 

 

“Nima, when you say that, I think of it. That’s right. I died this thing for three sessions. I usually can’t 

grab it. Today’s opportunity came. Do him.” 

 

… 

 

The player’s mood was replaced by anger, and they rushed to the young gold dragons with their teeth. 

Only 10,000 blood young gold dragons were a hegemony in the area when they first opened the service. 

Everyone who saw them was spiked. Level 60 players can kill up to two swords. 

 

After a while, countless golden dragons were killed and fell to the ground. The countless big explosion of 

5X5 range made all players’ eyes wide. 



 

“The arsonist’s staff, trumpet welfare.” 

 

“The system is a big gift. If it explodes like this, the strange players in the back will post it.” 

 

… 

 

Players have discovered this benefit and are looking forward to the monsters behind. 

 

From the sixth wave, the wolf, the bison, the poisonous snake … until the tenth wave, the teleportation 

burst out again. 

 

The system prompts: The Lord Monster is coming, the Lord Monster is coming. Please pay attention! 

 

Each player looked at the distant door with anticipation, the light flashed, and the lord monster 

appeared. 

 

Level 10 Archmage Angolo, the only Level 10 lord, has a blood volume of 80,000. When the game was 

just started, Xia Yuwei asked Landing Yang for help to get through. 

 

Seeing this strange again, Xia Yuwei, Lan Yu, Zhang Zibo and others who were playing the monsters all 

showed nostalgic eyes. 

 

“At that time, Lu Yang was so crazy. Now it seems that he really has crazy capital.” Zhang Zibo recalled 

that Lu Yangjin’s original copy required all the master’s equipment to belong to him. 

 

Xia Yuwei smiled and said, “I almost kicked him out, it was crazy.” 

 

Lan Yu hid her mouth and snickered. She sent a message to Lu Yang and asked: “Brother, where are 

you? The main city has brushed Archer Angolow, which is the lord monster that you brought us the 

copy. A few of us are against you. “ 



 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “I’m making a fuss, let me show you something.” 

 

He shared the nine elementary **** in the simulation group, but at this time, the elemental **** are no 

longer the three full ones, and the rest are empty. Now the nine elementary **** are all 1000 

intelligence. 

 

“The nine elemental **** are full of intelligence.” White Wolf said in surprise. 

 

“Boss, how did you do that?” Asked bitterly for half a life. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Isn’t this just brushing Archmage Angolo, lord level, I killed more than 10,000 with meteor 

fire and rain, and it’s full.” 

 

“I’m going, co-author, you now have 9,000 points of added intelligence alone.” Zhou Tianming said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “My total intelligence is 19528 points. If you count French injuries, it is more than 30,000.” 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

This is not all the magic damage, the World Destroyer set increases the magic damage by 10%, and the 

flame chariot increases the magic damage by 20%. Skill level, in fact, Lu Yang’s Pyroblast damage is 

nearly 45,000 points. 

 

Every 1 point of intelligence increase will increase the critical strike chance. Lu Yang’s current 

intelligence is nearly 20,000 points, including the incidental equipment, his critical strike chance has 

reached 85%, almost every attack is a must, also That is to say, Luyang’s single output actually reached 

90,000 points. 

 

If it is a large-scale player battlefield, if Lu Yang releases the curse, it can almost kill everyone. 

 



Tu Feng said: “Be careful to kill the sneak attack, he has lost news for a long time since the last killing 

sneak attack. I suspect he is looking for you.” 

 

Lu Yang glanced at the Ding Dong cat beside him and said, “Rest assured, I have a senior scout.” 

 

The invisible Ding Dong Cat is using Luna Goddess to detect its surroundings. Once an unknown human 

player enters, Ding Dong Cat’s Luna God will automatically remind. 

 

On the equipment such as the demon heart also restrain each other. For example, the guardian heart 

must restrain all physical output occupations, the killing heart restrains all magic heart occupations, and 

restrain the killing spirit. The heart is the hunting heart of the hunter, and the similar moon **** 

personality. 

 

“Boss rest assured, I’m not here …” Ding Dong Cat’s words came to an abrupt end, she looked at a small 

radar on her screen and said in surprise: “Boss, someone is approaching you quickly, less than 10 away 

M. “ 

 

“Yueyue listens to the wind and the holy light is immortal.” Lu Yang’s eyes sharpened sharply. 

 

Yeyue had long been waiting for the wind. His staff pointed at Lu Yang and a holy light fell on him. At the 

same time, Lu Yang whispered in his ear. 

 

“Unscrupulous Strike” 

 

A dagger was inserted into Lu Yang’s neck. 

 

“100000” 

 

Lu Yang had 50,000 health left. He looked back at the man who killed him. He was a proud young man. 

 

“You dare to come.” Lu Yang said. 

 



  

  

  

 

Chapter 848 - Rev. Skywrath 

  

The young man’s arrogant complexion showed a stunned look. He had already prepared to pick up the 

heart of the demon and escaped. Seeing that Lu Yang was not dead, he quickly waved his dagger and 

continuously made a knife in Lu Yang’s neck. 

 

“38579” 

 

“39186” 

 

“40001” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang’s health has already become 1 drop of blood, but in the state of immortal light, he has 5 

seconds of invincible time. 

 

He looked at each other with a smile. Now that he has 4 seconds to go, he doesn’t need to do it himself, 

just wait. 

 

Xiao Liang, the closest to Lu Yang, can instantly stop the thief to prevent him from continuing to attack 

himself. Yeyue listens to the wind and can restore his health to full value by adding blood. If neither of 

them moves, the black knight behind can use time and space. Imprisoned the thief. 

 

Even if none of them moved, Lu Yang could use the fire ring to bounce him off and kill him. 

 

“How can you not die?” The young man asked in shock. 



 

Lu Yang sneered. At this moment, Xiao Liang rushed to Lu Yang in an instant. The shield shielded Lu 

Yang’s body and used the shield to attack the thieves. 

 

The thief retreated instantly, just before entering the space, the black knight in the distance pointed at 

the position of the thief. 

 

“Temporal imprisonment” 

 

A blue light flashed, the thief was held in midair, half of his body entered the void, and half of his body 

was outside. 

 

Lu Yang pointed the thief with a staff in his right hand. 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

A huge fireball whistled from the top of the staff, hitting the thief’s head. 

 

“90126” (Critical Strike) 

 

Thieves, die! 

 

“It’s still killing God,” said Dangdang Cat scornfully. 

 

“Yeah, what about this dish?” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “It’s not his dish, he’s too crazy, don’t look at the composition of our team, 1 

month of deity, 1 heart of destruction, 1 heart of devil, 1 time and space mage , A two-turned light 

element elf messenger, and a two-turned guardian warrior, if this kid can still live, it is very admirable. “ 

 



This is currently the most elite batch of fighting power on the server. The heart of killing the gods does 

not make the player invincible. He just adds some attributes and one or two special skills, especially the 

low-level heart of killing the gods. 

 

“It is estimated that he treats the boss you and Bian Wu Ji as the same person, but Bian Wu Jie allowed 

the Skeleton King to flee back to the main city while holding his bone cage.” Yeyue heard the wind. 

 

This incident made Boundlessly a laughing stock, the owner of the same artifact. 

 

Lu Yang smiled, picked up the God-killing heart on the ground, and said with emotion: “I guess this kid 

will not be stunned, but he lost to me like this.” 

 

He threw the heart of killing God to Han Fei and said, “I’ll send it to you.” 

 

“It’s great.” Han Fei couldn’t wait for the equipment to kill God. For a rogue player, this is their favorite 

treasure. 

 

Lu Yang said: “You stay here to play, I’ll go out.” 

 

He took out the teleportation scepter, took Han Ying, Hei Yan, Mu Yu, Xiao Liang, the Black Knight and 

Yeyue to the wind and flew to the entrance to the copy of the Light Elemental Mountain in Elemental 

Canyon. Drive together into the square of the Holy Light Element Hill. 

 

“Boss, what are we doing here?” Yeyue asked curiously when listening to the wind. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Let’s apply for a transfer certificate. The Light Element Wizard is the top treatment 

certificate for the priest department. Similarly, the priest’s output department also has some good 

transfer certificates. One of these certificates is specially restrained. Skull Army. “ 

 

Everyone’s eyes lit up. 

 

“What transfer certificate?” Yeyue asked after listening to the wind. 



 

Lu Yang said: “Pastor Skywrath, the priest in this profession is responsible for output. If it is an ordinary 

monster, their output damage is only two-thirds of the mage’s, but they can face undead monsters. I do 

n’t have a high output in this fire method. To the undead of the level of Skeleton King is even less than 

one-tenth that of Rev. Skywrath. “ 

 

“So strong.” Xiao Liang said in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang missed it a bit, the Rev. Skywrath’s powerful output to the undead monster was not a little bit. 

Their conventional spells deal with the undead’s damage twice as much as ignoring the magic 

resistance, and they also have the more horrible skill Holy Word. 

 

There is only one characteristic of Holy Words, and the range is scattered. Any skeleton monster and 

undead monster, as long as they are hit by Holy Words, no matter if you have millions or tens of millions 

of health, instantly kill. 

 

After reaching level 100, Rev. Skywrath has become the mainstream in the game for a period of time. 

The attack range of Holy Word 5 * 5 can kill several elite level 100 monsters at a time. In the case of fire, 

it will take a few minutes. time. 

 

The last war that Lu Yang couldn’t forget was the scene where the endless side carried the skeleton 

monsters all over the mountain, and Liu Jie, who ruled the human race at that time, used the anger 

priest to break. 

 

Faced with the Holy Words, he faced the Holy Words with 12 thousand pairs of platinum skulls with 

hundreds of thousands of blood, and 20,000 with hundreds of thousands of platinum skulls. The sight of 

surgery spike, his desperate look will never forget. 

 

“Boss, is this it?” Xiao Liang asked in his carriage. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the surrounding squares of the Holy Light Elemental Elves, saying, “Kill them and 

explode, go to the corner over there.” 

 



Below the steps of the platform on the side of the square, there is a corner that can accommodate 8 

people side by side. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Han Ying had the King of Dogs blocked, and Xiao Liang was responsible for fighting the 

monsters.” 

 

Dog King is Lu Yang’s new name for Han Ying’s summoned beast. 

 

Han Ying patted Little Red Dog’s head and said, “Go, stop there.” 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

Little Red Dog instantly turned into a 5-meter-high demon Fat body stood on one side, just leaving a 

place for Xiao Liang. 

 

“I’m going to blame.” Lu Yang said, he jumped out of the corner and ran towards the light element elf 

outside. 

 

… 

 

When Lu Yang was thrilled, Liu Jie kicked a young man kneeling in front of him. 

 

“My **** let you attack Lu Yang, what you pretend, what you pretend.” Liu Jie pointed at the other side 

and yelled. This young man was the player who had just attacked Lu Yang with the heart of killing God. 

 

His name is Qin Yong. 

 

“Cousin, I and I didn’t do it on purpose. I thought Lu Yang’s health would never be 100,000. It’s definitely 

a one-shot kill. Who would have thought he had so much health and so many strange things around 

him? Skilled players. “Qin Yong said with a look of frustration. 

 



“Don’t call my cousin, this is 200 million yuan, 200 million yuan.” Liu Jie pointed at Qin Yong and cursed, 

“You tell me how these 2 billion yuan made me explain to my family.” 

 

Qin Yong was speechless. 

 

Chapter 849 - chain reaction 

  

The dead grass sighed and said, “If only the two billion problem is okay to be solved, the saddest thing is 

that the heart of killing the gods is in the hands of Lu Yang. He has the second-ranking terror killer in the 

world. Han Fei. “ 

 

Liu Jie didn’t respond to it just now. When he heard the words of dead grass, he reacted. His right hand 

was a slap in the face of Qin Yong, and he cursed, “Explain yourself next time at a family meeting, get 

out of me.” 

 

Qin Yong covered his face and turned to leave, but before he left he resentfully glanced at the dead 

grass. Without theory, how Liu Jie scolded him was an internal matter of his family. Very upset. 

 

The dead grass did not notice that his words had been hated by Qin Yong. He said to Liu Jie, “If Qin Yong 

is fired, who will assume his position?” 

 

Liu Jie leaned out of the window and said angrily: “His position is special, you provide personal choice.” 

 

The dead grass said: “Let the sky fire come, he is loyal to you enough, Lu Yang has been engaged in the 

promotion of capable players, and we should learn from him.” 

 

Liu Jie thought for a while, and said, “Okay, where was the fire that day?” 

 

The dead grass said: “There are 5 people who can replace Skyfire, Xue Yiming, Li En, Zhang Yu, Li Siyuan 

and Xueer, which one is right?” 

 



Liu Jie frowned and said, “Xue Er is the head of the mage regiment and can’t move. Use Xue Yiming. This 

person has a handle in our hands, it is easy to control, and it is not easy for problems.” 

 

The dead grass said with a smile: “Then I inform him.” 

 

… 

 

Xue Yiming was leading a team to fight monsters in the game, and suddenly got the news of dead grass. 

He said blankly, “What, Brother Liu, you said that I became the main army commander? Can I control 

50,000 people?” 

 

The dead man said with a smile: “Look what you are doing. Quit the game and come to Jie Shao’s villa.” 

 

Xue Yiming said excitedly: “Thank you Brother Liu, thank you Brother Liu, you mustn’t have said a bit for 

my sake. If it can be done, I’ll treat you tonight, Biyunju.” 

 

The dead grass was about to refuse. He heard Biyunju. He smiled at Jie Shao next to him and said, 

“Come here first.” 

 

It really did not take a lot of effort to count the dead grass. In fact, he was repaying the last time that the 

dead grass was wrong. Xue Yiming spoke for him, and it was never human, let alone a small matter. 

 

Most of Liu Jie’s members are selected by him, especially the bottom-level staff. Liu Jie doesn’t care at 

all, it’s nothing more than money. Generally speaking, the name of the dead grass is put first. Whoever 

Liu Jie uses has become a habit. 

 

Soon, Xue Yiming came to Liu Jie’s villa, and dead grass waited for Xue Yiming at the door. For Liu Jie, he 

didn’t care about the head of a army of 50,000, but he needed to care about dead grass. In the future, 

he can Direct assignment, if a stranger may not listen to him, now this person is dead grass to help 

promote, it is much easier for him to command. 

 

“Come on, come in quickly, Jie Shao is anxious.” The dead grass said to Xue Yiming with a smile like a 

spring breeze. 



 

Xue Yiming said gratefully: “Thank you Brother Liu, you must come tonight, I will rely on you for a lot of 

work in the future.” 

 

The dead grass was extremely comfortable in his heart. He was very satisfied with Xue Yiming’s sensible 

attitude, nodded, and said, “I’m welcome, then my brother will spend it.” 

 

“Yes, it should.” Xue Yiming said with a smile. 

 

Entering the door, Liu Jie was sitting on the sofa facing the door side by side, and he patted Xue Yiming’s 

shoulder deadly. Xue Yiming understood it, and walked two steps to Liu Jie, saying, “Jie Shao, I’m here.” 

 

Liu Jie looked at Xue Yiming and said with a smile, “Xiao Xue, what do you think of our battle with Liang 

Yun.” 

 

Xue Yiming said without hesitation: “Liang Yun loses, his guild can grow to such a large size. The full 

screen Liang Yun has the courage brought by the God of War. Without the God of War, the morale of 

Liang Yun is low. It’s like changing a guild. “ 

 

With a smile on Liu Jie’s face, he said, “How low is it? Tell me more.” 

 

Recently, Liu Jie has been fighting Liang Liang’s eternal glory. He belongs to the siege side, Liang Yun 

outputs the defensive side. 

 

Xue Yiming blinked and said, “The team I took before was not the main force, but the newly-developed 

reserve team. The Liangyun troops I encountered were elite groups. Even if our equipment is not as 

good as Liangyun’s side, Liangyun’s side is not at all Without a battle, with only one courage, we 

defeated Liang Yun’s team. “ 

 

The dead grass eyes brightened and said, “If this is the case, we can try to trick Liang Yun out of the city 

and fight him decisively.” 

 



Liu Jie looked sharply at Xue Yiming and said, “I give you a chance. The main group of 50,000 people will 

give it to you to manage. If you perform well, you will officially become the legion leader.” 

 

Xue Yiming said gratefully, “Thank you, Jie, I will not let you down.” 

 

Liu Jie said, “Go, go through the transfer formalities with Skyfire.” 

 

“Yes.” Xue Yiming turned and walked away. When he was on the road, he made several laps and made 

sure that there was no one around, and then used the space card to call Lu Yang’s number. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

Lu Yang was killing the element in the Holy Light Elemental Mountain. He saw that Xue Yiming called and 

pressed the call button and asked, “What’s the matter?” 

 

“I succeeded Tianhuo as the head of the main body of 50,000 people. Under the jurisdiction of 

Rutaishan, I was a bit off track.” Xue Yiming frowned. 

 

Originally, Xue Yiming’s idea was to stay with Liu Jie all the time. Suddenly, this incident happened to 

surprise him. 

 

Lu Yang also had some surprises said: “It seems that Liu Jie has a few people in his hands. His family 

members are only capable of him, and others are not suitable for playing games.” 

 

Xue Yiming smiled helplessly and asked, “What should I do now?” 

 

Lu Yang thought for a while, and said, “You can be considered a promotion like this. In this case, I will 

help you to make great achievements and make you more valued by Liu Jie.” 

 

“How to do it,” Xue Yiming asked. 

 



Lu Yang said: “I have a special battle line here, which is very suitable for a team of 50,000 people. You 

first tell me the number of professionals of 50,000 people.” 

 

… 

 

The bosses of several guilds of the last life and many masters of the battlefield have worked out a set of 

battlefield methods. Among them, there are more than a dozen of the most effective ways of team 

battles for 50,000 people. 

 

Lu Yang obtained the composition of 50,000 people from Xue Yiming and taught him the most suitable 

battle formation method. 

 

“My God, if this set of battle arrays is really used skillfully, there will be few rivals on the battlefield, 

boss, will this be bad for the Iron Brotherhood.” Xue Yiming asked. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 850 - Jagged Brotherhood Collection 

  

Lu Yang said: “This is not the way, I have a way to crack this battle line, it is nothing more than another 

set of battle lines.” 

 

In this game, like professional restraint, so is the battle formation. There is no set of formations to fight 

the world. 

 

“Oh, then I can rest assured.” Xue Yiming said. 

 

“Boss, lost the transfer certificate, Rev. Skywrath, and the second transfer skill Holy Word.” Xiao Liang 

shouted. 

 



Lu Yang looked forward, and the Holy Light Elemental was completely killed by the lava eruption. He 

briefly explained Xue Yiming’s two sentences, closed the speaker, and said, “Look at the number. 

 

Yeyue Tingfeng and Xiao Liang and others ran out of the copy to pick up items. When they returned, 

after statistics, there were a total of 10 Heavenly Angry Rev. Transfer Certificates and 8 skill books. 

 

“Continue to blame, at least 300 books.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Oh.” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang asked Xiao Liang to return to their original position, and he continued to run out to blame 

himself. There were a lot of light element spirits outside, and Lu Yang brought in hundreds more. 

 

From noon kill to afternoon, Lu Yang killed thousands of Holy Light Elemental Elves in total, and 

obtained 300 transfer orders and 300 Holy Words. 

 

Lu Yang called Lan Yu and asked, “How many levels?” 

 

Lan Yu said with a little smugness: “It’s level 80, we’ve all returned to the main city to defend the city.” 

 

Lu Yang’s face naturally smiled and praised: “It’s so powerful.” 

 

“Of course.” Lan Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “I’m going back now, the transfer certificate and skills have been hit, I will give 

them to you, and wait for me in the guild hall.” 

 

“Oh.” Lan Yu said. 



 

Lu Yang flew to the city of St. Gall using the back to the city roll, and just landed. He found that today 

was the least number of people in the safe zone. Almost every player was out of town. 

 

“It’s so deserted.” Xiao Liang said, looking at the safety zone that is usually full of businessmen and 

hangers. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Three times the experience.” 

 

“So too,” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang took the team back to the guild hall, and Lan Yu and 300 priests were waiting at the entrance of 

the hall. 

 

“Brother, you are back.” Lan Yu said softly. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Take your men with me, let’s change jobs.” 

 

“Okay.” Lan Yu waved his hand, and the 300 priests followed Lu Yang and others to the Holy Light 

Temple. At a priest, Lu Yang gave everyone a transfer certificate and Holy Words. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Lan Yu shouldn’t be transferred first, everyone else will go, and you must keep a secret 

afterwards. Remember, you have signed a contract. This secret must not be revealed before you fight.” 

 

“Boss rest assured, we must keep a secret.” Said a small leader of a pastor team. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and let them in. Lan Yu did not go in because Lu Yang did not give her a transfer 

certificate. The two stood outside with Xiao Liang. 

 

Lu Yang said to Lan Yu: “Your transfer certificate is special. I haven’t got it yet, don’t worry.” 

 



“I’m not in a hurry.” Lan Yu said indifferently. 

 

Lu Yang smiled. The two waited for a while, and the 300 priests came out of the team. At this time, each 

of them had an excited look on his face. 

 

“The second turn gave 800 attribute points, which is too strong.” 

 

“This Holy Word feels like a bug skill. Ignoring the magic resistance and the amount of health, it directly 

makes the skeleton disappear, and this is the end.” 

 

… 

 

300 people are talking about skills. 

 

Lu Yang waited for them to gather, and said, “Finally, emphasize again, out of this door, you are not 

allowed to mention one more thing about your second turn, you know?” 

 

“Yes,” said 300 people together. 

 

“Brother, where are we going next?” Lan Yu asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Let’s also go to the guard city, it is estimated that the main city can’t keep it now.” 

 

What Lan Yu wanted to say was this. She said, “Isn’t it? At first, I thought it was very simple. By the time 

the level 30 lord blame the tyrannical tyrant, the walls of our main city were almost captured.” 

 

Lu Yang was unsmiling. Think about it, the tyrant’s big move can hit 5000 points of blood at a time. If you 

come to a group, all the professions will be dead except for the anti-high anti-riding and shield battle. 

 

Especially the thieves, raging wars, and paladins, they are all melee and must be spiked by the skills of 

the bone tyrant. 



 

“It’s strange how many levels we have now.” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“It was the 39th wave just before I returned.” Lan Yu said. 

 

“Let’s take a look.” Lu Yang said, he remembered that the whole life collapsed from the 40th monster 

onwards. 

 

He led the team to the wall of the West Gate. As he was on the road, countless players were running 

from the resurrection point in the safe zone. 

 

“Get out of town support.” 

 

“Brothers hold on, we’ll be here soon.” 

 

“Shrink the formation and wait for us to support it.” 

 

… 

 

Every player was shouting while holding a communicator, and Lu Yang could clearly hear everyone’s 

words. 

 

“What’s wrong?” Yeyue asked after listening to the wind. 

 

Lu Yang shrugged his shoulders and said, “Just know the city walls.” 

 

Everyone felt wrong, followed Luyang to board the wall of Xicheng Gate, and just came to the wall to 

look out, Lu Yang couldn’t help showing his expression. 

 

People like Xiao Liang and Yeyue Tingfeng were incredible, even dull. 



 

Outside the city wall, thousands of lords such as lava lord, wind element lord, two-headed blood demon, 

millennium tree demon, ancient king of kings and other lords are like mobs. They are everywhere 

outside the city, making people look scalp tingling. 

 

On the grass outside the city wall, the player’s team has been unable to resist, and began to die on a 

large scale. The siege monster was compressed to within 5 kilometers below the city. 

 

“This is going to be impossible, so many lords blame.” Ye Yue said with emotion. 

 

“Roar ~!” A roar that shook the entire city of St. Gale came from the dense forest outside the city. The 

lord monster group that was slowly moving towards the main city responded to the sky and rushed 

towards the player. 

 

Lu Yang watched the ancient King Wang’s look of yang scalp a bit scalp, and the players under the city 

were dumbfounded. 

 

“Rage of Lava” 

 

“Doomsday Meteor” 

 

“Poisonous Jet” 

 

“Lightning Thundercloud” 

 

… 

 

Level 40 lords launch a variety of ultra-wide-range attack skills. The minimum damage for this skill is 

3,000, and the highest is 10,000. 

 

In the original copy, these strange skills can be avoided, but in this kind of place, all people are around. 

In the face of such a large range of skills, there is no place to run. 



 

For a while, the players died a lot, and the undead ran backwards in a frenzy. All of a sudden, everything 

was out of town. 

 

“Run, you can’t beat it.” 

 

“Hold on, you can’t run, don’t let these blame enter the city, it is more difficult to fight when you enter 

the city.” 

 

“Run, these lords are too difficult to beat.” 

 

“Hold on, if the monster kills the king, the experience reward is gone.” 

 

… 

 

Players are messy, there are shouting, shouting, and local persistence. Although some elite players 

persist, due to the collapse of the surrounding players, these elite players are surrounded by the lord 

monsters and die almost instantly. 

 

The anniversary was just hinted at the beginning. If the monster killed the king in the main city when the 

monster attacked the city, the triple experience bonus of the day will be cancelled and the explosion 

rate reward will return to normal. 

 

This is very deadly for ordinary upgrade players, even for studio players. 

 

Xia Yuwei is also among this group of people. He took a small number of team players to defend the holy 

city, and she was also unable to deal with the attack of the lord strange group. 

 

Just as she was looking around to gather up the broken players, all of a sudden, she found that Lu Yang 

was back on the city gate of the West Gate. 

 

“Great.” Xia Yuwei relieved. 



 

The light flashed. 

 

Xia Yuwei appeared next to Lu Yang, saying, “Boss, can you order the players of the Iron Brotherhood to 

gather and continue like this, the holy city can’t keep it.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Yes, it’s all hit the escape dagger.” 

 

Xia Yuwei said happily: “It burst out when I just killed the level 30 lord, and I was quite surprised.” 

 

Immediately, his face was bitter again, and he said, “Issue a summons, you can’t keep it right away.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Okay, it’s time for the players to gather.” 

 

[Guild Channel] Chairman of the Brotherhood of the Jagged Brothers Alliance-Lu Yang: Attention all 

players of the Jagged Brothers Alliance According to your main city, quickly go to Red Fort, Hailong 

Fortress, Lanshan Fortress, Canglang The fortress and Beifeng fortress gather, members of the elite 

group come to the flower language fortress. 

 

… 

 

The iron-blooded brothers players who are playing wildly are seeing Lu Yang’s orders expressing 

excitement. 

 

“Iron Brotherhood, gather.” 

 

“Brothers, we are together.” 

 

“It’s been more than a month, and finally it’s all together again.” 

 



“It’s not a fight, it’s a monster.” 

 

“Haha, you can do anything, just work together.” 

 

… 

 

All players in the Jagged Brothers League know that when they come together, they are invincible 

because they have an invincible commander and the brothers they can rely on most. 

 

For a time, the five fortresses flashed, and a large number of players gathered at the fortress. 

 

Lu Yang used a special space to summon all the vice presidents to enter. In the special space that looks 

like a conference room, Lu Yang said to everyone: “Xia Yuwei and Sun Yu are responsible for defending 

St. Gall, Zhou Tianming is responsible for the Imperial City, and Muddy is responsible for Hannibal Cheng 

and Jiang Ze are in charge of Beifeng City, and half-love bitter and Baixi Sanxiong are in charge of Runliu 

City. “ 

 

“Yes,” the crowd said together. 

 

Lu Yang went on to say: “In this battle, you are mainly defense. I will take members of the elite group to 

clean up one by one in the main city. In addition, the white lion and bitter love are half-life. Please 

restrain yourself and don’t enter the Red Moon City.” 

 

“Hey.” The white lion scratched his head and said, “Boss, how do you know us so well? We just 

wondered if we could use this opportunity to attack the city.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled at them three and said, “Restraint, this anniversary is over, we are officially attacking 

Merritt.” 

 

“Yes,” everyone said excitedly. 
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The light flashed, and Xia Yuwei and Bai Shi and other vice presidents exited the special space. 

 

After this month’s upgrade, most of the main players of the Jagged Brothers League are between 65 and 

70. The equipment they wear is all the blood demon temple suits, and the gems and enchantments are 

all complete. 

 

The armor of the anti-war is around 10,000 points, the output of the physics department is above 8000 

points, and the damage of the legal system is above 6000 points. 

 

Red fortress. 

 

Xia Yuwei and Sun Yu stood on the viewing platform of the soldiers’ field and looked at the well-

equipped players, both of them with confident expressions on their faces. 

 

Xia Yuwei held the holy sword and said loudly, “Listen to my order, each army will return to the city in 

turn, Hansha, and take the first army first.” 

 

With a wave of Hansha’s right arm, 200,000 people flew back to the main city at about the same time. 

Then, the second army to the fourth army, and the four army under Sun Yu all flew back to the city of St. 

Gall. 

 

Outside the west gate. 

 

Players are still fighting against the level 40 lord monster. Tens of millions of players use various skills to 

attack the lord. Unlike the normal mode, this siege lord does not change due to changes in number. 

 



Many long-range professional set fires can kill a lord with one attack, but the lord blame too many, even 

if they kill, they can’t find the equipment. 

 

If the player dares to approach within 30 yards of the lord monster, they will release super skills. At 

present, all the guilds and studios that are able to resist are all anti-riding and shield battles of level 60 

and above. 

 

There are several treatments behind to add blood to them, but the disadvantage of the number makes it 

difficult for them to resist tens of millions of lords. 

 

“There are too few high-level anti-riding and shield battles, and there is no high-level play of the Blood 

Demon Temple set. You carry it in front, and we add blood in the back.” 

 

“Some hit one, we will group you.” 

 

… 

 

Even if they organize the players no matter how many, they can find only a few thousand people. In the 

face of the overwhelming lord monster, they have a tendency to be overwhelmed, and they do not 

cooperate with each other. Many people are worried about a problem. Snatch! 

 

At this time, the player is most concerned about grabbing monsters, not suffering from injustice, and 

unevenness. I would rather not fight than let you reach. This is the thing most players want. 

 

Faced with this situation, soon the players’ line of defense could not hold up, and at this time, there was 

a roar that numbed everyone’s scalp. 

 

“Iron brothers, kill ~!” Han Sha stood at the head of the city and roared, and the first 200,000 players 

who arrived at the gate rushed out of the gate collectively. 

 

Players outside the city looked back one after another. When they saw that all the players in the Jagged 

Brothers League were all set of Blood Demon Temple, their hearts were instantly calmed down. 

 



“Brother Brotherhood is here.” 

 

“Great, I can hold it.” 

 

“You have to watch the Jagged Brotherhood at critical moments.” 

 

… 

 

Players withdrew from their original positions and gave up the open space to the rushed Brother 

Brothers players. 

 

“Shield battle and anti-riding are ahead, forming a shield formation.” Han Sha shouted. 

 

20,000 shield battle players rushed to the position 200 meters away from the gate with the blood elven 

shield, and the shield with a height of more than one person was discharged side by side, forming a 

shield wall of 15,000 meters long, protecting the gate of the city. 

 

“Care to keep up, no less than 20 meters away from the shield battle.” Han Sha shouted. 

 

40,000 healers stand behind the shield wall, followed by 100,000 mage, archer, and 40,000 melee. 

 

“Using the peaceful attack mode, the range of damage, the target is 30 meters in front of each target, 

let go.” Han Sha shouted. 

 

All of a sudden, fire, ice, arrow rain and other skills fell overwhelmingly into the lord’s monster group. 

 

The level 40 lord has a strange amount of blood between 1 million and 1.6 million. The magic resistance 

and physical defense are not high. In the face of legal players 6000 legal damage and archer 8000 

physical damage, the shield takes less than 30 seconds. All level 40 lords within 30 meters of the 

battlefield were killed. 

 



Players outside the city were a little dumbfounded to see this scene, they did not expect that the Jagged 

Brothers Alliance was so strong. 

 

“I’m here, Brothers of the Iron Blood.” Zhang Zibo ran out of the gate riding the Red Flame Lion and 

roared. 

 

“Kill ~!” The 200,000 players behind him and the 200,000 players under Hansha collectively roared. 

 

“Leave a gap on the left, and I set up a shield on the left.” Zhang Zibo shouted. 

 

Han sofa ordered that the shield player on the left gave way to the gap. Zhang Zibo rushed out with 

violent battle and punishment of the knight. After slashing out a large open space, the shield battle 

supported a row of shield walls with a length of 15,000 meters. 

 

Not long after, Xia Yuwei also appeared on the city’s head, with 200,000 people standing on the right 

side of the wall, and three teams erected a shield wall of 45,000 meters long. 

 

Even so, there is still no guard to one-tenth of the city wall, but with the addition of the Brotherhood of 

Iron and Blood, in this form of standard battle formation cooperation, casual players and the rest of the 

studios, guild players have finally had a chance to breathe. 

 

The same is true of the other two city gates, with Sun Yu and black notes leading the team to defend, 

and the holy city has stabilized as a whole. 

 

After Xia Yuwei asked the other three city gates, he sent a message to Lu Yang in the simulation group 

and said, “The holy city is stable.” 

 

“Sea Emperor City is stable.” 

 

“Beifeng City has stabilized.” 

 

“Hannibal City has stabilized.” 



 

“Running City has also stabilized.” 

 

Lu Yang was gathering players from the elite group at Huayu Fortress, and saw the recovery of several 

vice presidents, saying, “Where do I need support to call me in time, I will lead the team immediately.” 

 

The 500,000 elite players behind him are all Blood Elf Island suits, the soldiers’ defense is around 12 

thousand, the attack is more than 10,000, the legal professional occupation law injuries are around 

7,000, and the skill attack damage is nearly 10,000. 

 

“Ok.” 

 

… 

 

Seven vice-chairmen successively returned to Lu Yang. 

 

Unlike the previous life, the human race player ’s equipment is much stronger and the level is much 

higher because of Lu Yang. 

 

The main thing is that the biggest guilds in the Holy City at this time in the previous life were the 

Bloodlust, the Purple King, and the Supreme Dynasty. They have not yet divided. 

 

The three defended three city gates, but when they defended, they only looked at their guild players, 

regardless of other guild players, and also grabbed equipment from casual players. The whole outside of 

the holy city was messed up, and the level 40 lords broke through the players. ‘S defense broke into the 

main city. 

 

When the level 50 lords blame the siege, the king was killed, and the entire holy city was slaughtered. It 

was a good anniversary for them to be sooty. 

 

This world is different. At the beginning of the war, Lu Yang ordered all players to change the attack 

mode to a peaceful attack. He definitely did not actively kill a player who was not the guild. 



 

The Brotherhood of Iron Blood also actively protects the survival of players who are not the guild, adds 

blood to them, shares attack pressure for them, and absolutely does not grab equipment. 

 

In this way, players in the entire holy city cooperate very comfortably, as do the other four main cities. 

 

Especially the players of Beifeng City and Benliu City, they thought that the Brotherhood of Iron Blood 

would not care about them, but when they saw that the skills released by Brotherhood of Iron Blood hit 

them with no blood, they would understand that, Brother Ironman There is so much right in the alliance. 

 

“Well, what I did when I joined Li Xiuyu’s guild was really idle. Look at the Brotherhood of Iron and 

Blood. It’s too kind to do things,” said a player from the runaway city with emotion. 

 

“Hey, Li Xiuyu and Lu Yang are not a level person. The gap between people and things is too big. We 

were blind at the beginning.” 

 

“Looking here, the last anger in my heart disappeared, and I was not wronged in the first place.” 

 

… 

 

This kind of discourse is not only in Benliu, but the guild players who originally occupied the fortress in 

Beifeng City and Hannibal City whispered secretly. 

 

Inside the live room. 

 

Dubin and Hitomi are broadcasting this siege event. They have seen the situation in the main cities of 

the Orcs, Elves and Terrans. 

 

“This siege is really surprising, and the monsters released by the government are so powerful.” Dubin 

said with a hug in his hands. 

 



Hitomi said: “Poor ordinary players, the Grand Guild has organized fights against monsters. Small guilds 

and casual players can’t get equipment even if they kill monsters.” 

 

What she is watching is Red Moon City under Merritt. Merritt takes hundreds of thousands of guild elite 

players to stay outside the main city. It is easy to play monsters, but as long as other players are close to 

want to pick up equipment, they must be Attacked by various skills. 

 

Even if other guild players blame the explosive equipment, if they are within their attack range they will 

not let other guild players to pick it up. This overbearing approach will only make other guilds yell , But 

helpless. 

 

Dubin also discovered that he switched several main cities in succession and found that they were all the 

same. Just when he was also pessimistic about this, suddenly, he saw the situation in St. Gall. 

 

“Well,” Du Bin sighed, and said, “It would be unreasonable for the national service to let the Jagged 

Brothers unify.” 

 

“What’s wrong?” Hitomi said in surprise, and usually Dubin explained with a fair tone. It was the first 

time Hitomi heard the words of a guild. 

 

Dubin patted the table and couldn’t help but said indignantly: “Look at the Iron Brotherhood, look at St. 

Gall’s city, people die, people have to throw away goods, people’s holy city, Beifeng City, Benliu City The 

players of the Iron Brothers Alliance of the Imperial City and Hannibal City do not grab equipment from 

ordinary players at all. The attack mode is a peaceful attack. They do not fight against people, and they 

do not rob when the equipment is dropped. “ 

 

Hitomi opened the holy city, and saw Xia Yuwei and others forming a shield array, and said with 

emotion: “This is the role of a great guild. The bosses of other guilds are too stingy, and they are not too 

responsible.” 

 

In the server, many players are playing games while listening to the live broadcast. The live broadcast of 

Dubin and Hitomi always has many interesting stories and breaking news about the content of the 

game. Suddenly I heard these words said by the two. All surprised. 

 



Players who are within the scope of the Jagged Brotherhood all show a surprised expression. 

 

“It turned out that only the Jagged Brothers Alliance did this, and the guilds of other forces control 

themselves regardless of others.” 

 

“Iron brothers are righteous.” 

 

… 

 

Players who are in the sphere of influence of other guilds look at those super guilds who only care about 

themselves, with contempt and disgust on their faces. 

 

Chapter 852 - Green jade city cracks appear 

  

The leaders of major guilds such as Mai Lizhe, Liu Jie, Tianyao and Liangyun all got the news. For a time, 

they could not understand Lu Yang’s behavior. 

 

“Regardless of what the three do, it’s not our guild. Does it have anything to do with us?” 

 

“This person is idle, not harmful.” 

 

… 

 

A group of guild bosses scolded Lu Yang in the back, but in reality, they could only eat Huanglian dumbly, 

and ordered their army groups to change the attack method to peaceful attack. 

 

However, they are not grass-roots guilds such as the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood. Each guild has a 

different cultural heritage. The Alliance of the Iron Blood Brothers started out because of war and 

disobedience to the bullying of the Grand Guilds. 

 



The players of the Jagged Brothers League like to help the weak, but other guilds are like the hegemons, 

Ma Lizhe, and Liu Jie. They started from individuals and want to dominate the game. They have never 

liked the players who are not their guild . 

 

Don’t say help, they do n’t kill players in other guilds. They want them to change to the peaceful mode. 

There are not many players in each guild who are willing to do so. 

 

Green Jade City. 

 

The ancient king was striving to kill, just a few poisonous mist sprayed away a few remaining blood lord 

monsters and dozens of players 300 meters away. 

 

“Haha, grab me the equipment.” Gu Wang said with a laugh. 

 

An army commander of the ancient king looked at the fearful expression of the players around him, and 

said helplessly to the ancient king around him, “Chairman, should we also change to the peaceful attack 

mode, what’s the point of killing?” 

 

The ancient king frowned and asked, squinting his eyes, “Xie Bin, what do you mean?” 

 

Xie Bin was a little afraid of the ancient king, but still insisted, “Boss, let’s not kill other guild players. Lu 

Yang is so good to ordinary players. We are so bad to ordinary players. When Lu Yang fights in the 

future, All these guilds have to betray. “ 

 

The ancient king sneered and said, “I’m afraid of them, a bunch of garbage trumpet.” 

 

The ancient king looked at Xie Bin, and looked at him with an inspecting look and said, “What do you 

mean, do you think I’m not as good as Lu Yang?” 

 

Xie Bin shook his head and said, “I don’t mean that, I …” 

 



Xie Bin couldn’t say a word. For the boss of his own, Xie Bin has a deep understanding. This is an overly 

arrogant person, especially after he has a poisonous heart. 

 

Without the poisonous heart, he would have been overthrown by other guilds in Luyu City, and the 

ancient king would not be popular. 

 

“Pick up equipment without that meaning,” the ancient king snapped suddenly. 

 

Xie Bin’s chest seemed to be hit by a sledgehammer, and he was very uncomfortable. He nodded to the 

ancient king, and went down to pick up equipment in front of him. 

 

“An ordinary legionnaire pointed at me, he could only be promoted by me when he became the 

legionnaire.” The ancient king said with a smile. 

 

Indeed, there are tens of thousands of ordinary legionnaires who want to be employed, but it is only a 

game position. Who can and who cannot be, all are in the mouth of the ancient king. 

 

If you get the job, you can get the salary. In the major guilds, including Liu Jie and Tian Yao, these people 

are serious. The chief of the army is paid to work. There is no friend relationship. 

 

Xie Bin didn’t hear the words of the ancient king. He took a dozen players around him to the front, 

picked up the equipment dropped by the lord, and was about to go back. He felt the same around him 

and looked over his head. A dozen players were watching him coldly not far away. 

 

The eyes were full of hatred and contempt, which made Xie Bin, a young orthodoxly-educated orthodox 

student, extremely hard-hearted. 

 

“Bad guy.” A clear little girl’s voice came from a distance. 

 

Xie Bin suddenly felt numb all over. He unconsciously released the hand holding the equipment and 

turned his head mechanically to look at the little girl. 

 



The girl was only 12 or 3 years old, and she even said that he was a badass. 

 

“What are you looking at, everyone is Halle, the equipment has been taken away, what else do you 

want.” An older girl stared at Xie Bin asking, she was right next to the little girl. 

 

Tang Fang, deputy commander of Xie Bin, scolded: “I can’t do it, boss, can you still get this equipment?” 

 

Xie Bin looked at Tang Fang and smiled bitterly: “It is the first time for such a girl to be so bad for such a 

small girl. I can’t afford to lose this person, you guys.” 

 

Tang Fang took all the equipment he had picked up and threw it to the little girl and sister in the 

distance. He said, “I’m not the deputy head of this group, and I can’t lose my conscience for money.” 

 

“No more.” Tao Yu, another deputy commander, also threw the equipment. 

 

The other players looked at each other and one said, “This is not good, after all, let’s take the salary of 

the ancient king.” 

 

Xie Bin looked at the others. A total of 10 people came. Except that 8 of them had thrown the 

equipment, Xie Bin threw the equipment in front of the little girl and said, “Brother is not a bad person.” 

 

He said to the player who did not throw the equipment: “I confessed to this matter, whether the boss 

dismissed me or fired me, I agree, but I did not do this.” 

 

“Okay, let’s go to the boss.” Said the player. 

 

“You still …” Tang Fang was scolding him for his conscience. Xie Bin stopped Tang Fang and said, “Let’s 

find the boss. After all, we are holding the salary of others, and it is really wrong for us not to work for 

others. Listen to the boss. “ 

 

Tang Fang snorted and said, “You are my elder brother. I listen to you.” 

 



Xie Bin sighed and said, “Let’s go, let’s go back to the boss.” 

 

A few people were relieved. They were ordinary players and had no wages. They didn’t have the 

slightest burden of not picking up equipment, but it was a lot easier. 

 

The ancient king was fighting and killing excitedly. He didn’t notice the situation on Xie Bin’s side. When 

he saw Xie Bin’s return, he laughed and said, “You don’t need to hand over the equipment to the 

logistics department.” 

 

Xie Bin was speechless. 

 

The player beside him who did not throw the equipment shouted, “Boss, Xie Bin, they gave the 

equipment to the other guild people. They didn’t pick it up. How can I persuade them not to listen, Tang 

Fang will hit me.” 

 

The expression of Gu Wang’s laugh was instantly replaced by chill. He looked at Xie Bin and asked, 

“What’s going on.” 

 

Xie Bin smiled helplessly and said, “President, I can’t grab the little girl’s equipment, I’m sorry for you.” 

 

The ancient king stared at Xie Bin and asked, “Do you mean you gave the equipment to someone?” 

 

Xie Bin nodded. 

 

“Okay, good,” said the ancient king, “then don’t do it, you army chief.” 

 

In the eyes of the ancient king, holding such a salary and not obeying his assignment, such a person 

would be useless. 

 

  

  



  

 

Chapter 853 - Xie Bin came to vote 

  

Xie Bin’s face was calm. Although there was a trace of loss in his heart, he thought he was worthy of his 

conscience and said, “Sorry, President.” 

 

[Guild Channel] Ancient Kings: Xie Bin, Tang Fang, and Tao Yu were fired from all posts because they did 

not listen to the President’s order. The remaining 7 people were fired from the Guild. 

 

Xie Bin kept silent. 

 

Tang Fang stared with unbelievable eyes and said with excitement, “What do you mean, the ancient 

king, we are doing this for you because we didn’t grab the trumpet equipment, even if you remove Xie 

Bin and our post?” Now, how do you fire other brothers? “ 

 

The ancient king gave a cold hum, and he was too lazy to talk to Tang Fang and said, “What 

qualifications do you have to speak to me? Go away, now you are not qualified to stand here.” 

 

Tang Fang was furious, pointing at the ancient king and cursing: “Do you think I would stand by your 

side, you **** asshole.” 

 

Xie Bin looked at Tang Fang in shock, and the ancient king and the players around him were shocked. No 

one thought Tang Fang could do this. 

 

“Dare you scold me?” The ancient king was extremely angry. 

 

Tang Fang scolded: “I scolded you today. Do you know how many people and guilds that our brothers 

have offended you for? You **** fired them. What will they do in the future, Luyucheng? How many 

people are going to hunt them down, you are too cruel. “ 

 



“You’re looking for death.” The ancient king changed his attack mode, pointed Tang Fang in his left 

hand, and hit a magic spell. 

 

Tang Fang is an undead warrior, with a little more survival-oriented, extremely fast response, side flips 

in place to easily avoid skills. 

 

The ancient king did not expect Tang Fang to escape, and his heart became even more angry, and his 

right-hand staff released a large range of magic. 

 

Tang Fang was about to evade. Xie Bin stood in front of him and resisted a magic of the ancient king. He 

said in a panic, “Boss, Tang Fang didn’t mean it.” 

 

The thief player who had not thrown the equipment just had a chance, suddenly appeared, Xie Bin was 

inserted into Xie Bin’s chest, and Xie Bin, who was already bloody, died instantly. 

 

Tang Fang just wanted to continue arguing with the ancient king. He did not expect that Xie Bin was 

killed. He was about to fight back. Players around the ancient king reacted. This time, without waiting 

for the thief to attack, they shot Tangfang and the rest Players killed. 

 

The light flashed. 

 

Ten people including Xie Bin and Tang Fang appeared in the safe zone. Several people just got together 

and didn’t wait to speak. 

 

[System Tip]: You are expelled from the guild 

 

“Absolutely enough,” Tang Fang cursed. 

 

“Deputy Commander, you have also been fired.” A guard said. 

 

Tang Fang sneered and said, “It’s not like that, he was fired.” 

 



Xie Bin said: “I was fired too.” 

 

Tao Yu said with a bitter smile: “Me too.” 

 

“Well, this is finished.” Tang Fang leaned against the corner and said, “Wait, starting today, we will face 

endless hunting. Not only will the other guilds want to kill us, Cao Li will not let go. our.” 

 

Cao Li was the first thief who had not thrown equipment and attacked Xie Bin. 

 

Xie Bin said, “Do you regret it?” 

 

“I regret it.” Tang Fang said, “I really regretted it because I grabbed the equipment. In the future, we will 

just hide and upgrade.” 

 

Xie Bin and others are a bit helpless. It is not easy to hide and upgrade. They only have 10 people, and 

they need to form another 10 people to become the smallest team. The other 10 people are almost in 

the Green Jade City. May be found. 

 

“Well, let’s change the main city.” Tao Yu said, “We must not take the Green Jade City. Look for the old 

man in Jianyang City, or find Lu Yang in Hannibal City. Enter the Iron Brotherhood and Lu Yang. No better 

than with the ancient king. “ 

 

“Do you have money?” Xie Bin asked. 

 

The transfer fee is 5 gold coins, which is equivalent to 1500 yuan. 

 

“I have, I’ll pad my brothers, and pay me back when you have money.” Tang Fang said, he knows that 

these brothers are poor. 

 

“Alright,” Xie Bin said. 

 



After a few discussions, they used the teleportation array to fly to St. Gall and went to Lu Yang. 

 

Flower fortress. 

 

Lu Yang was preparing to join the battle. Suddenly, Tu Feng called and said, “One of the legions under 

the ancient king of Luyucheng took 2 deputy heads and 7 guards to defect, and wanted to run to us.” 

 

“Specifically?” Lu Yang asked with interest. Generally speaking, very few people in a guild had achieved 

the position of chief of the army and rebelled. 

 

Tu Feng simply told the story and said to Lu Yang, “I don’t think these people seem to be fake. The news 

sent back from our spy at the ancient king really did.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “You asked them to come to the outer city of Huayu Fortress, I ask the situation.” 

 

“Yes, just a moment,” Tu Feng said. 

 

Lu Yang said to Mu Feng and the Wasteland, “You guys are waiting for the meeting. I’ll go out.” 

 

“Oh.” Mufeng and others said together. 

 

Lu Yang reached the outer city through the teleportation array. Just after landing, 10 players came from 

a distance, everyone was curious. 

 

“This is the flower fortress.” Tang Fang said in amazement. 

 

“I have heard about the war that happened here and it really feels like it.” Tao Yu sighed. 

 

“Strange, I haven’t seen anyone come to pick us up.” Tang Fang asked. 

 



Xie Bin looked at a player walking in the distance and said, “That’s who he is.” 

 

He ushered in with Tang Fang and others, but just before they came, Xie Bin and Tang Fang couldn’t help 

but widen their eyes. 

 

“You, you are Lu Yang.” Xie Bin asked tentatively. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and opened his hand and said, “Why, am I different?” 

 

Xie Bin and others felt like Ganquan flowed through. The ten bereavement dogs didn’t know where they 

were going. They didn’t have much ability to trust. They were afraid that the Brotherhood of Iron Blood 

would not see them. Pick them up. 

 

Tang Fang said excitedly: “President Lu Yang, you are so surprised that we never thought you could 

come and meet us in person.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Like everyone else, just call my boss. There are fewer rules in the Jagged 

Brotherhood. Tu Feng told me why you came. I welcome you on behalf of the Jagged Brotherhood.” 

 

A big rock in Xie Bin’s heart fell to the ground and said, “Thank you, boss, we can rest assured if you say 

that.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Tell me more about your position and work under the ancient king.” 

 

Xie Bin said with emotion: “Ashamed, actually we were all promoted by the ancient king from his 

guard.” 

 

“Delicious?” Lu Yang was surprised, he said with a smile: “Then some of you are not ordinary, don’t put 

such a great future on you, even came to run for my conscience.” 

 

This is like the secretary, servant, and driver of a large company owner. It has no rights to look at, that is, 

ordinary guards, but once there is a good thing, these people cannot run away. 



 

Chapter 854 - Leak 

  

Tang Fang said: “It’s not all because of conscience. The ancient king wants to fire the brothers behind 

me. How many people have our people offended to help him fight the country? Because our three 

decisions made them suffer. I can’t do this. “ 

 

Lu Yang nodded, patted Tang Fang’s shoulder and said, “That’s what it says.” 

 

Tang Fang said with a stubborn neck, “Don’t look down on some of us who were under the control of 

the ancient king.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “I look down on what you are doing. My Tsunami Army was originally under Li 

Xiuyu. Do I look down on them?” 

 

Xie Bin and Tang Fang nodded. They were willing to come to Lu Yang for this reason. 

 

“Boss,” Xie Bin asked frankly, “What’s the matter with you calling us?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “I thought you were ordinary army commanders. I didn’t expect that they were promoted 

from the ancient king’s guards. Can you tell me where the ancient king’s poisonous heart can be 

charged? . “ 

 

Xie Bin was startled and said, “Do you even know this?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled. The poisonous heart is different from the conventional magic of the spirit of the devil. 

When creating the poisonous orb of the poisonous heart, you must go to a fixed place. Only there can 

be it. Unfortunately, the last life The ancient king with a poisonous heart did not disclose this. 

 

“Tell me about it and don’t keep it secret.” Lu Yang said. 

 



Xie Bin, Tang Fang, and Tao Yu looked at each other. They originally wanted to find a place where they 

could set themselves up and not be hunted down. They never thought of betraying the ancient king. 

 

Tang Fang shook his head and said, “First, we don’t know the specific location. Second, we can’t say that 

this is a question of principle of being a man. Please forgive me. If you must ask, we would rather leave 

the Iron Brotherhood. 

 

Lu Yang sighed, looked at the time, and said, “While there is still time, let me tell you a story.” 

 

“Story?” Tang Fang asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Have you followed the trends of foreign servers?” 

 

Xie Bin and Tang Fang shook their heads. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Normally, you don’t need to care about that kind of thing, but I need to care, and I’m not 

afraid to tell you that in another month, the Japanese server will be unified.” 

 

“What?” Fang Tang frowned. 

 

Lu Yang used a three-dimensional projection screen to place the global map in front of them, pointing at 

Japan’s location, and saying, “It’s not that I’m alarmist, or that I’m deliberately trying to set your words. 

The problem now is that Japan’s Warring States situation has not waited It was swept by a force. At 

most one month, 100 million players in Japan would be managed by one person. “ 

 

Xie Bin did not know what to say. 

 

Lu Yang went on to say: “Officials have clearly stated that at the 100th level, the national war will be 

opened, and Japanese, British and French players are desperately rushing to the level. If the level 100 

open national war is reached, the Japanese, British and French warships will open. Come here, Metzer 

and I have yet to separate the winner and you say what the outcome will be. “ 

 



Tang Fang’s heart seemed to be blocked by a big rock, saying, “Do you mean that Japanese players and 

British and French players will come to fight us?” 

 

Lu Yang casually opened the official Japanese forum and pointed to a post on the top of the forum, 

saying: “This post has been on the forum for more than a month. Use an automatic translator to see 

what it means.” 

 

“Captured Huaxia.” Tang Fanggang translated and scolded: “Assholes, they dare.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Why do n’t you dare. A foreign player can destroy a main city and be able to take away all 

the money that this main city has earned. Which country is most suitable to grab? Huaxia, with many 

people, mixed forces, low rank, If you are not united, you can **** billions of credit points if you grab 

one. In the case of you, you can’t grab it. “ 

 

Xie Bin looked at Lu Yang and asked, “Boss Lu Yang, I understand what you mean, but can you guarantee 

that you will win abroad?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “I can’t do it anymore, it’s better than Mai Lizhe, Gu Wang and Bian Wubian. Besides, I am 

a world champion, and the players around me are all world-class experts. Take the group to compete 

with foreign players, and their win is much larger than that of Mak Li-zhe. Our country is so strong. You 

do n’t want shame to happen to our generation. For honor, do n’t care about this. Now. “ 

 

Tang Fang still gritted his teeth and didn’t want to say. 

 

Xie Bin said: “I said.” 

 

Both Tang Fang and Tao Yu must stop, but Xie Bin said: “I believe the words of the boss, you have also 

seen that the ancient king was unpopular, and he was not a person who could achieve great things. It’s 

good that they don’t fight, and for the future, this is willing to bear this infamy. “ 

 

Lu Yang said: “You will not be scolded, everyone will think you are right.” 

 



Xie Bin sighed and said with a bitter smile: “I don’t want these things anymore, in fact, I don’t know 

much. It seems to be in a 20-level swamp map outside Luyu City I once gave it to the ancient king A 

potion, but I do n’t know how to get in. 

 

One more thing, if you want to go, you can only go late at night, usually there are many thieves guarding 

there. “ 

 

Lu Yang said: “This range is a bit too large, can you be more specific.” 

 

There are dozens of square kilometers of marshland outside Luyu City, and it is almost impossible to find 

someone. 

 

Tao Yu said, “The range can be narrowed down, probably around coordinates 98175.19862 of the 

Poisonous Swamp.” 

 

“How do you know?” Tang Fang asked. 

 

Tao Yu flushed and said, “I once talked to Gu Wang’s girlfriend, and she told me.” 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

“Your boy is rude.” Tang Fang said with a smile. 

 

“I don’t, don’t tell me blindly, I have a good relationship with her. We were classmates of a school 

before,” Tao Yu said quickly. 

 

Lu Yang said: “These two pieces of information are enough. In this way, the treatment of a few of you 

will remain the same as before, but for the time being, you cannot arrange such positions as the 

commander and deputy commander of the army. My guard is here. “ 

 

“Thank you, boss.” Xie Bin and others said together. 

 



Lu Yang said, “Come with me to the inner city first. There will be activities today and follow along.” 

 

Xie Bin and others nodded, and came to the inner city with Luyang, but the moment the gate of the 

inner city opened, Xie Bin, Tang Fang and others held their arms. 

 

In the inner city square, densely packed players almost filled the inner city. 

 

“How many people are this?” Tang Fang asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “500,000.” 

 

At this time, Tang Fang had more admiration for Lu Yang, and 500,000 people stood here waiting for his 

mission, which is absolutely impossible in Luyu City. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 855 - Lu Yang joins the battle 

  

“Boss, who are these?” Mufeng asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The head of the army and the deputy head of the ancient king of the emerald city, 

resigned to us, first return to your Majesty.” 

 

“Welcome,” Mu Feng said to Xie Bin and others with a smile. 

 

Xie Bin and others knew that Mu Feng was the captain of the studio next to Lu Yang, and they were 

more at ease, and went with Mu Feng to wait for the team to go. 

 



Lu Yang looked around. Han Fei was chatting with a group of players. He called Han Fei to his side and 

said, “Give you a task.” 

 

“What task?” Han Fei asked eagerly. 

 

Lu Yang told Han Fei the coordinates of the Poisonous Swamp and said, “Go and find the ancient king. 

Remember, don’t assassinate him alone. Although you can hit 150,000 blood in your hand, you can The 

king ’s health is 500,000. In addition, his venom will allow him to exist as a zombie for 30 minutes. You 

can’t kill him. “ 

 

“I know.” Han Fei used the city to roll away. 

 

The most difficult thing in this war against Merritt is not the boundless skeleton army, but actually the 

poisonous heart of the ancient king. His poisonous mist has no way to break it, and can only use healing 

systems such as the rain of tranquility. Fight against curse. 

 

This is not the hardest thing. The hardest thing is the ancient king himself. Anyone who wants to 

assassinate the ancient king is an impossible task. Liu Jie in the last life killed the ancient king. Use the 

zombie mode to escape back to the city. 

 

In this life, Lu Yang has been thinking about how to treat the ancient king. Xie Bin and 10 other people 

have not thought about the defection. Knowing the place where the ancient king made poison, Lu Yang 

feels that the chance of killing the ancient king is much greater. 

 

System prompt: The 50th wave of the lord’s attack begins 

 

Xia Yuwei sent a message to Lu Yang and said: “It may not be able to withstand it. Come and help.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Come here.” 

 

Outside St. Gall. 

 



The endless prairie is full of more than 30 meters tall, one-eyed Beamon, each of them holding a giant 

wooden stick. 

 

“I am your sister ~~~” 

 

“How does this stuff work?” 

 

“3 million health, this lord blame how much attack power.” 

 

… 

 

Players who have never seen such a lord are dumbfounded, seeing that one-eyed men take a big step 

towards them, and the players’ formations instantly show signs of collapse. 

 

The players in the Jagged Brothers Alliance were also a little dumbfounded, and Zhang Zibo, who was 

standing in the first row, held the giant shield and shouted: “The shield is ready to pick up monsters and 

resist.” 

 

“Prepare blood for treatment.” 

 

… 

 

Outside the entire holy city, only the formation of the Jagged Brotherhood and a few guilds is fine. Other 

players have slowly retreated to the surrounding guilds. 

 

“Siege the main city and eat everyone.” Beamon in the first row had arrived, and they waved the 

oversized stick in their hands and slammed into the shield team. 

 

“13686” 

 

“12988” 



 

… 

 

This is a level 60 full-body blood demon temple suit against the damage suffered by the battle. The 

Brotherhood of Iron Blood can still resist this attack, but it can’t be carried by scattered players and 

small guild players. 

 

One-eyed Beamon hit the players without the Blood Demon Temple suit. The worst attack was more 

than 30,000 qi and blood, hitting 60,000 critical damage, and the entire peripheral position collapsed 

instantly. 

 

“Help, it’s too fierce.” 

 

“There’s a gap here, come here soon, you can’t hold it.” 

 

“I can’t do this either. Someone is here to help.” 

 

… 

 

Players were screaming and crying for help one after another, but at this time who can take care of 

them, the Brotherhood of Iron Blood is too busy, let alone other guilds. 

 

As long as the Behemoth kills a team’s defense, it must break into the inner circle and take a simple 

swipe of the stick. The priest died, the thief died, the mage died, and the violent battle died … 

 

Everything that was encountered by the Bemon monster was dead! 

 

“The system is ill. Is this a monster siege carnival? This is too easy for the system to see our players fight 

against monsters. I want to have a monster slaughter.” 

 

“The mage is running, I can’t carry it,” a shield battle shouted. 



 

“Don’t blame me for the treatment, run quickly with the team, and the equipment will be lost when you 

die.” 

 

“Can’t run, we are surrounded by Beamon.” 

 

… 

 

There are almost 2 million players on both sides of the Jagged Brotherhood. They rushed forward, but 

when the players on both sides were killed, they were besieged in the middle. For a time, these players 

were dumbfounded. 

 

Obviously, there is only one fate waiting for these players, and that is death! 

 

Just when these players were panicked and didn’t know what to do, suddenly, at the gate of the city, a 

roar that numbed everyone’s scalp spread throughout the city of St. Gall. 

 

“Iron Brotherhood.” Lu Yang shouted on the flame chariot while holding the wrecker’s staff. 

 

“Kill ~!” 500,000 top players in the Blood Elf Island Excellence Gold Suit instantly reddened their eyes 

and rushed to the Beamon Legion like crazy. 

 

“The Great Lord of Flames, please listen to my prayers …” Nine fire-forbidden mages stood on Lu Yang’s 

chariot while saying a spell. 

 

After 10 seconds. 

 

“Meteor Fire Rain” 

 

Nine secondary forbidden spells were superimposed and released, and fell on the behemoth of the 

surrounded player near the main city. 



 

Each of these mages has a spell damage of more than 6000. Counting curse damage, the damage value 

exceeds 7000 points. In addition, the flame chariot increases the fire damage by 20%, and the damage 

per second reaches 8400 points. 

 

Coupled with crit damage, just 30 seconds later, within a 200-meter diameter area all Cyclops were 

completely killed, giving all the trapped players a life aisle. 

 

Two million players gratefully watched Lu Yang and ran away along the gap. At the same time, Mufeng 

and the wasteland collided with 500,000 elites and Cyclops. 

 

Only 3 million blooded one-eyed Beamon ca n’t resist even a round of salvo from the mage. The 200,000 

mage in the elite group can kill 3 million blooded one-eyed Beamon as easy as playing Tetris. Every 100 

mage uses range spell attacks The one-eyed Beamon in an area can kill a batch in less than 10 seconds. 

 

Lu Yang stood on the flame chariot and watched the scene. He didn’t release the spell by hand. Soon, 

the one-eyed Beamon in the direction of Xicheng Gate was killed. 

 

Suddenly, there was a golden light outside Xicheng Gate, and hundreds of thousands of Jagged Brother 

Alliance players also raised a level at the same time. 

 

“I’ll grin.” All players of Jin Guanghuang closed their eyes. 

 

“What’s the situation, collective upgrade.” 

 

“I also want to join the Jagged Brothers League. This boss and his brothers are teaming up to upgrade 

too quickly.” 

 

… 

 

Players’ perceptions of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood have increased. 

 



The players of Lu Yang and the Jagged Brothers League are very calm about this, because they are 

hundreds of thousands of people fighting together, and the team experience alone is more than 10,000. 

 

Although a small number of players have a lot of experience in team fights, killing the boss monsters 

gives three times the experience, counting the anniversary is nine times the experience, but this 

experience looks a lot, really compared to large-scale team players, the latter Although the individual 

experience may not seem much, the total amount is much more than a small number of players. 

 

Lu Yang saw the strange killing over here, and said, “The whole turn, the south gate of the target.” 

 

500,000 people turned around and rushed towards the South Gate. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 856 - Rescue Beifeng City 

  

Responsible for guarding the south gate are black notes and red leaves flying, and they each take 

200,000 people there. 

 

Lu Yang swept across the team. It only took half an hour to clean up a monster at a city gate, and it took 

only an hour and a half to clear all three city gates. 

 

“What other city needs help?” Lu Yang asked in a message. 

 

“I hold on, no problem.” Zhou Tianming said. 

 

“I don’t have any problem with this,” said Zhuoji pouring. 

 



The two guarded the Sea Emperor City and Hannibal City. These two main cities contained a large 

number of affiliated guilds of the Jagged Brotherhood, and the equipment was not much different from 

the Jagged Brotherhood. Although the defenders suffered, they were able to defend them. 

 

Jiang Ze said: “I can’t keep it up, come and help me.” 

 

“We also have some difficulties,” bitter love said for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang said: “I’ll go to support Beifeng City first, and you and the Bai Xiongxiong will stick to it.” 

 

“No problem,” said bitter love for half his life with the White Lion. 

 

“Brothers, fly with me to Hurricane Fortress, we help the players in Beifeng City to defend the city.” Lu 

Yang said. 

 

“Oh.” 500,000 and Landing Sun collectively flew to Hurricane Fortress using a transport scroll. 

 

North wind city. 

 

The speed of fighting monsters here is much slower than that of St. Gall. Because the speed of clearing 

monsters in each main city is different, the frequency of monster refresh is also different. 

 

The holy city has finished killing the level 50 lords, and Beifeng City ’s one-eye Beamon just brushed it 

out, but even so, Beifeng City ’s one-eyed Beamon has hit the city and is attacking the city wall. If the 

city wall is breached, the North Windy City is tantamount to being unable to keep up. 

 

While on the road, Lu Yang and Mu Feng and others watched the video of Beifeng City while running. 

When they saw that the player in Beifeng City was easily killed by a level 50 lord monster, everyone 

wrinkled. brow. 

 

“Strange, why are players in Beifeng City so weak?” Mufeng asked. 

 



Lu Yang said: “This is the reason to blame Wang Teng and Liu Jie. In order to control this main city, they 

have not cleaned up other guilds in the city. They are also a private player and a monopoly price. Players 

in Beifeng City and Benliu City They have been miserable. “ 

 

Games like “Second World”, if you haven’t kept up with the team in the early stage, it will be quite 

difficult to catch up in the future. Take level 60 as an example. Even if you reach level 60, if you have no 

equipment, you play Blame is not broken. 

 

Beifeng City and Benliu City have been controlled by Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu for a long time. The two 

were uneasy and have been squeezing ordinary players in Beifeng City. 

 

Rich players don’t matter. The price of this main city item is monopolized. They don’t have to spend 5 

gold coins to transfer to the area where Lu Yang is located and play here again. But who can ordinary 

players spend 5 gold coins to transfer away. 

 

The holy cities, emperor cities, and Hannibal cities developed by Lu Yang not only have strong strength 

in the Jagged Brotherhood, but also other guilds. The reason why the holy city is difficult to defend is 

that a large number of outstanding players have entered the Jagged Brotherhood. , The other guild 

players are not climate. 

 

“No wonder we attacked Beifeng City and Benliu City at the beginning. These two did not have any 

affiliated guild support, and they were all tormented by them.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “That’s right. I purposely left these people here for the purpose, and the purpose is here. I 

hope to change the views of the players from Beifeng City and Benliu City to the Grand Guild and let 

them recognize our Guild. . “ 

 

Mufeng and Wasteland nodded. They understood Lu Yang’s intentions. After the toss of Wang Teng and 

Li Xiuyu, the players in these two main cities have no longer recognized the existence of the Super Guild. 

The arrival of Lu Yang and the Iron Brotherhood was natural. The players in these two main cities will 

have resistance in their hearts. 

 

These two main cities are very close to Bingshan City. In the future, it will be Lu Yang’s front line against 

Bingshan City, and it will also be the reserve area for the soldiers who attacked Liu Jie after the iceberg 

city was smashed in the future. 



 

Lu Yang wants to develop here, only by gradually making moves to make the players in these two main 

cities change their views on the Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

“Boss, you have arrived. You can already see Cyclops and Beifeng City in front of you.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang looked forward. Countless Beamon surrounded the entire Beifeng City. The players below the 

city could not see anyone, only the players who attacked from the top of the city. 

 

Lu Yang looked back at the formation. All 500,000 people were riding the Red Flame Lion. The formation 

was not too chaotic. He shouted loudly using a loudspeaker: “Pay attention to everyone, confirm that 

the attack mode is peaceful attack, and all the members are doing well. ready.” 

 

500,000 people inspected individually. 

 

Lu Yang shouted to all players in Beifeng City using a big horn and shouted: “The players in Beifeng City 

have taken note, and the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood has helped everyone blame us. Don’t worry, we 

are running a peaceful attack mode and will not hurt you guys.” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang repeated three times in a row. At this time, the distance between the first row of Lu Yang and 

the one-eyed monster group was only 50 meters. 

 

“Iron Brotherhood.” Lu Yang shouted with a loudspeaker. 

 

“Kill ~!” 500,000 people screamed desperately, overshadowing Lu Yang’s voice using a loudspeaker. 

 

“Kill ~!” Jiang Ze arranged for the Iron Blood Brothers League players at 4 gates to defend the city, and 

800,000 plus 500,000 people shook the entire North Wind Plain. 

 



The players in Beifeng City were a little stunned to see this scene. The players facing the Jagged Brothers 

League rushed from far to near. When a large piece of magic was scattered inside the strange group, it 

was near the left side of the gate outside the west gate. There is nothing left for you, hundreds of 

thousands of players who are playing monsters feel despair. 

 

“The Brotherhood of Iron Man is so terrible that he wants to blame and kill.” 

 

“Isn’t there any truth to this, the Brotherhood of Iron Blood is too bullying.” 

 

… 

 

Just when they were so angry that they wanted to fight with Lu Yang desperately, the overwhelming 

secondary curse covered them. 

 

“Treatment is adding blood.” 

 

“Anti-blocking, blocking.” 

 

“Shield Battle Shield Protection.” 

 

… 

 

In a desperate shout, the shield battles raised their shields above their heads, no longer defending the 

one-eyed Beamon in front of them, preferring to be killed by Beamon, but also protecting the treatment 

and output around them. 

 

Treatment is desperately using range magic and blood. Everyone knows that the Jagged Brothers players 

are well equipped and have high output. Even if there is a slight slack, the whole group may be finished. 

 

But just as they gritted their teeth and watched the skills fall on them, the big fireball fell on each of 

them. 

 



“0” 

 

“0” 

 

“0” 

 

… 

 

“Well, am I bleeding?” 

 

“I didn’t lose blood?” 

 

“what happened?” 

 

Hundreds of thousands of players were stunned, and some players responded and shouted, “The 

Brotherhood of Iron Blood really opened a peaceful attack. They didn’t hit us, they really helped us.” 

 

For a moment, everyone’s heart was put back in their stomachs, especially when they saw that the 

Bemon monster that was attacked by them was killed by Lu Yang, but when they picked it up, everyone 

looked at the Iron Brotherhood The players all showed goodwill. 

 

“This group of people is really good, quite interesting.” 

 

“It looks really different from Wang Teng. The rumors outside are true.” 

 

… 

 

The players discussed one after another. At this time, Mufeng and the Wasteland rushed to the group of 

players. 

 



“Well, there are so many people out there,” the wasteland said in surprise. 

 

This group of players saw the players from the Brotherhood of Iron Blood coming in, and the items they 

just picked up were not put in the bag and they were thrown to the ground, their eyes became 

unfriendly again. 

 

Mufeng responded and asked with a smile: “Who is your leader?” 

 

The ten presidents of the guild looked at each other the same, walked together in front of Mufeng, and 

said, “We are just a few of them.” 

 

Mufeng said: “Hold all these equipments. We are not here to grab the equipment, but to help everyone 

blame. If you are willing to add the team to our Jagged Brotherhood, you can get more experience 

value.” 

 

More than 10 guild leaders were shocked. 

 

“This, this is great.” Said a guild president. 

 

“I do.” 

 

“I do too.” 

 

… 

 

No one disagrees, this way of experiencing experience is everyone’s favorite. 

 

Mufeng opened the team template and merged their original team into the Iron Brotherhood. 

 

System prompt: You get 3 experience points, you get 10719 team experience 



 

… 

 

… 

 

The team formation was just completed. For a split second, their dialogue bar was swiped by the 

experience value. The countless experience made these players’ experience slots skyrocket. 

 

“Thank you very much, thank you very much. Where is President Lu Yang, we should thank him in 

person.” A president of the guild said. 

 

Mufeng said with a smile: “You’re welcome. When the battle is over, I will recommend it to you. It’s too 

messy here. It’s too hard to run to the boss.” 

 

The whole Beifeng Plain is either strange or human. Lu Yang has more people around, and it is too 

difficult to squeeze in. 

 

The leaders of several guilds are people who understand things. Usually they also encounter this 

situation, and they have expressed that they don’t mind. As Lu Yang starts to clean up the strange 

group. 

 

It took Lu Yang and 500,000 elites to kill level 50 lords as well as bullying the trumpet. It took two hours 

for the geeks who swept away the four gates of a main city. At the same time, there were as many as 

200 guild players behind Lu Yang. Dowan A golden light flashed, Lu Yang couldn’t help closing his eyes, 

this is the sixth time in Beifeng City that all players have upgraded together. 

 

The players in the Jagged Brothers League did not upgrade, but the 2 million people in Beifeng City have 

risen to a maximum of 6 and a minimum of 4 due to their low level. 

 

At the gate of Beifeng City, dozens of guild bosses and Lu Yang were sitting and chatting. 

 

“It’s so good, it’s so good.” Wu Zihang said excitedly, he is the boss of Wu Guo Guild. 



 

“Thank you President Luyang, I didn’t expect you to be so interesting.” Yuexia Zhongtian said, he is the 

chairman of the Red Moon Society. 

 

Lu Yang said: “In the beginning, the actual Brotherhood of the Iron Blood Brothers was created to fight 

**** such as Bloodthirsty Batian and Wang Teng. They reserved the level and monopolized the market 

to bully ordinary players, and we automatically gathered in Saint Gall to fight against them. . 

 

We won today, but I will never be the same as them. Please rest assured that this game is very big and is 

a worldwide game. To bully, let us bully foreigners together. Internal fighting is not a skill. “ 

 

Wu Zihang and Yuexia Zhongtian listened to the words of Luyang and flowed like a clear spring. 

 

“Boss Luyang, we can rest assured with your words.” Jianghu prodigal son said, he is the boss of Jianghu 

Association. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Relax, work hard to upgrade. In the future, we will slowly contact you, you will 

understand what kind of person I am, and you will also understand what kind of guild brotherhood is, I 

went to Benliu City, there is the same as you Both made Wang Teng and Li Xiuyu tossing. “ 

 

“Thank you, Boss Luyang.” Wu Zihang and others stood up and said together. 

 

Lu Yang said goodbye to the crowd, used the fort to return to the city and flew to the Canglang fort. The 

Mufeng and the wasteland had completed the team and was waiting outside the city. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 857 - Enter the soul hall again 

  

System prompt: Freedom falls 



 

System prompt: Sunlight City falls 

 

Two consecutive system prompts appear on the World Channel. 

 

“Some city was captured?” Mufeng said. 

 

Lu Yang opened the live broadcast platform, and the official live broadcast room just turned his 

perspective to the Liberty Capital. At this time, the one-eyed Beamon had stormed into the main city 

and killed the castle of the Free Capital. The city owner was also killed by the one-eyed Beamon. 

Already. 

 

“It’s miserable,” said the wasteland. 

 

Lu Yang said: “The main city fell, three times the experience was canceled, and the high explosion rate 

was canceled. Tonight’s players in the free capital have to hate Mai Lizhe.” 

 

Indeed, as Lu Yang said. 

 

The players of the Free Capital have hated themselves. If it was not for Ma Lizhe who took the bully 

away, and the bully took away more than 2 million players over level 60, how could the Free Capital and 

Sunshine City not be able to stop the level 50 lords? Strange invasion. 

 

[World Channel] Free and Easy Life: Mai Lizhe, come out and explain clearly, why not send someone to 

prevent Sunshine City. 

 

[World Channel] Grow Alone: Boundlessly, you run away with the bully, why do you care about the 

capital of freedom, what do you mean. 

 

[World Channel] … 

 

… 



 

Throughout the World Channel, players from Sunshine City and Liberty Capital have scolded the 18 

ancestors of Mai Lizhe, Bian Wuji and the Ancient King. 

 

“This lunatic, the loss of the main city has nothing to do with us.” Bian Wuji said. 

 

“Asshole, I’ll kill them.” Gu Wang said. 

 

Ma Lizhe’s three were crazy, and scolded to go back, but so many people scolded them, so that the 

three of them didn’t know who to find. 

 

I want to explain that the three did not think about this before. The city of Nikko and only the system 

should do nothing about them. Their purpose is to lay down the fortress and take away the enemy, and 

then make money. As for helping the players in these two main cities, they do not Obligation! 

 

At this time, his subordinates reported: “Boss, just got the news, Lu Yang has taken people to Runliu.” 

 

“What?” Mai Lizhe couldn’t help being scolded and asked, “What did Lu Yang come to Benliu City?” 

 

“It is to help players in Runliu City to defend the main city. According to our spies, Lu Yang has already 

helped St. Gall and Beifeng City, this is the third he helped.” Said his men. 

 

“Lu Yang is not here to hit us.” Bian Wuji said. 

 

“How many people did he bring?” 

 

He said, “500,000 people are the elite of the Blood Elf Island suit.” 

 

The ancient king yelled and said, “This is obviously here to hit us. Where can I help Benliu, gather the 

players soon.” 

 



Ma Lizhe was about to gather, and said, “This can’t be gathered. All the players in the main city are 

facing the monster siege. It can’t be gathered at all.” 

 

“I’ll take the skeleton army first,” Bian Wuji said. 

 

“I’ll go too, at least hold your fortress and let Lu Yang **** it away.” Gu Wang said. 

 

Merritt said, “Okay, please, you two, I will continue to lead the team.” 

 

Soon, Bian Wuji and the ancient king left the team and flew to the Moon Shadow Fortress. Lu Yang had 

led the team and called Beimeng outside the rushing city. Tu Feng called and said, “Boss, something 

went wrong.” 

 

“What’s wrong?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Tu Feng said, “After receiving the news, Gu Wang and Bian Wuji flew to the Moon Shadow Fortress. 

Among them, Bian Wu took away all the skeleton legions, and the ancient king also took 3 poison balls.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned, and said, “What does Bian Wuji and the ancient king want to do, come to fight us?” 

 

Tu Feng said, “No, he doesn’t have that defensive strength.” 

 

Lu Yang thought right, thought about it for a while, and responded, saying, “I’m not afraid that we’ll hit 

him.” 

 

Tu Feng said: “Boss, you brought 500,000 people to Benliu City, or our most elite 500,000 people, it 

seems that this explanation works.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Let him stay there, because of his skeleton army, I can kill him now.” 

 



The 300-day priests under Lan Yu’s 300-day anger are all transferred, and the Holy Words have also 

been learned. The boundless skeleton army is a group of **** here in Luyang. 

 

Tu Feng said with a smile: “I really look forward to fighting with Merritt.” 

 

System prompt: Iceberg City is captured 

 

Lu Yang said, “Is another main city killed?” 

 

The Iceberg City is controlled by the Poseidon Army, but the Poseidon Army has only 100 warships at 

sea, and the main ground forces can only resist the hegemony. These people are even stretched by the 

defenses of Icefire City and Hot Spring City, not to mention the warship guards of Iceberg City Out of 

place. 

 

Tu Feng said: “This siege of the system design is too difficult, and the Terran players are too miserable.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “How about the beasts and the elves?” 

 

System prompt: Golden Fox City was captured 

 

System prompt: Silvermoon was captured 

 

… 

 

In a series of 7 tips, 7 main cities were beaten together with the orcs and elves. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “It seems that the human race is not the worst, the orc and the elven are even 

worse.” 

 

Tu Feng said: “The siege battle did not end until 12 o’clock, and it seems that there are still many main 

cities to be finished, and our people are good here.” 



 

The orcs do not have players and guilds such as Lu Yang and the Iron Blood Brothers League. Each 

sweeps the snow in front of the door. Who cares about the frost on others? It is foreseeable that more 

orc and elven fortresses are captured. 

 

The overall siege battle is in Lu Yang’s calculations. Based on the player’s attack speed, even the main 

force of the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood Brotherhood of St. Gall can only hit the 59th wave of 

monsters. It is impossible to fight more. The 60th boss blame will never come across. 

 

Other main cities, such as Sea Emperor City and Hannibal City, can hit 55 waves at most, and like Beifeng 

City and Benliu City, it can hit 52 waves. 

 

“Boss, clean up is complete.” Mufeng said. 

 

Lu Yang looked out of the city, and the one-eyed Beamon outside Benliu City was killed. He said, “Let’s 

go back to St. Gall and upgrade.” 

 

He will not stay here to give Li Lizhe a shirking responsibility, and let Li Lizhe, Bian Wuji and the ancient 

king continue to be scolded, he has no time. 

 

The light flashed, 500,000 people returned to St. Gall, Lu Yang handed the team over to Xia Yuwei, and 

he found Lan Yu and the 300-day priest. 

 

“Follow me somewhere and not upgrade here.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Oh.” Lan Yu said. 

 

Soon, 300 people gathered, used the fort to return to the city, and flew to the red fort. As Lu Yang ran 

out of the city, he spent several hours in Hongsha Town. 

 

After being killed once by Lu Yang, the monsters refreshed here are no longer mission elites. They are 

just ordinary mobs with only 200,000 points of blood. They were easily killed by Lu Yang. 



 

“Our hero, welcome you back to Hongsha Town,” said the Prophet. 

 

Lu Yang’s achievements here reached the highest point, he said: “My friends are just as willing to help 

Hongsha Town as I am, and I hope you can open up their reputation to them.” 

 

“Of course,” said the prophet. 

 

System prompt: You have opened the reputation of Hongsha Town 

 

… 

 

All 300 people opened. 

 

“What are we doing here?” Lan Yu asked curiously. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Go to the Temple of All Souls and continue to kill the monsters. We will go to the lowest 

level.” 

 

“Did you use holy words to blame?” Lan Yu asked. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Yes, don’t you want to see how strong your Holy Word is?” 

 

The 300 priest’s face all showed an excited look. The second strange, or the elite strange 80. 

 

“I’m not going to sleep tonight, I’m going to stay overnight,” said the leader of the first team of the 

priesthood half-life. 

 

“We are all asleep.” 

 



… 

 

It is not easy to come here. It is not necessarily time to come again next time. Without the assistance of 

the team, it is difficult to eat here alone, so everyone cherishes this opportunity. 

 

Wanhundian is not far from Hongsha Town. After walking for an hour, Lu Yang led the team into 

Wanhundian. 

 

“Oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooh” countless ancient souls filled the door again. 

 

Lu Yang said, looking at Lan Yu, he said, “You can order. I’ll just watch it.” 

 

Lan Yu said mischievously, “Please ask the President to comment.” 

 

“Patriarch Sky Wrath, a group of 10 people, 30 meters in front, Holy Word, let go.” Lan Yu said loudly. 

 

300 Skywrath priests chanted a spell at the same time, and the ancient group of dead souls 30 meters 

away in front was suddenly shrouded in nine-colored light. 

 

System prompt: you have 15608 experience 

 

You get 152 points of team experience 

 

… 

 

The Holy Words released by 300 people shrouded nearly 2,000 ancient souls When the light was over, 

there was no ancient dead soul in the area covered by Holy Words. Lu Yang looked to his own 

experience slot, fierce Improved a little bit. 

 

“So amazing.” Lan Yu said in surprise. 



 

Half-life battle bones and others are also stunned. Although they know that the Holy Word is powerful, 

they are so powerful that they did not expect it. 

 

“How do I feel that it is not a problem to continue to upgrade to level 100 here.” Half-life war bone said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “The beauty you want, keep fighting. It’s not them we are going to kill tonight, it’s the 

three floors below.” 

 

“Oh.” Half-life war bones and others continued to fight monsters cheerfully. They were able to brush 

monsters so easily that they did not think of it. They were playing hard all the time and using Holy 

Words to use ancient spells to resurrect the ancient surroundings. Dead soul spike. 

 

In less than 3 hours, everyone cleared the mobs to the third floor underground. 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

A dark wind rose, and a roar came from a distance. 

 

“What the **** is this,” half-life war bones asked in surprise. 

 

Looking at the distance, Lu Yang looked at a group of monsters in black armor, standing 2 meters tall, 

and holding a huge long sword. 

 

Ancient Wraith Boss 

 

Level: 80 

 

Qi and blood: 2000000/2000000 

 



Lu Yang said with a smile: “The use of Holy Words seconds them.” 

 

“This is all right.” Lan Yu said in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Of course you can, continue for a second, what I’m looking for is this group of monsters.” 

 

“Oh.” The half-life battle bones and other people came to interest, and they used Holy Word to attack. 

When a nine-color light passed, the majestic ancient dead soul battle would be purified and 

disappeared, leaving only a piece of equipment on the ground. . 

 

Lu Yang picked it up and looked at it. 

 

Chapter 858 - Snow forest 

  

Most of them are level 80 gold equipment. These equipment have average attributes, but are better 

than the level 60 excellent gold equipment. He said, “Everything that can be used is left, and it will be 

put in the guild warehouse for a while. 

 

Lan Yu picked up a stone and said, “Brother, what is this?” 

 

Heroic Stone 

 

Level: 80 

 

Description: The soul stone condensed by undead killed in battle. 

 

Lu Yang said: “This is what I’m looking for. Keep killing. You can hit as many heroic stones as you can.” 

 

There is only one role of the Heroic Stone. After the reputation of Hongsha Town is full, you can use the 

Heroic Stone to redeem the legal dark gold jewelry, and you can redeem one. 



 

This place in the previous life is a must for players. The explosion rate of the British soul stone is not 

high. Almost every third floor of the Wanhun Hall is the main battlefield of the players. 

 

In this world, Lu Yang took advantage of his rebirth to upgrade all the way to reach here before 

everyone, he can go to the British soul stone to exchange equipment. 

 

“Another hit here.” 

 

“I hit it too.” 

 

“I have it here, too.” 

 

… 

 

For a whole night, when Lu Yang woke up the next day, his experience slot experience improved to half. 

 

“Boss, we hit more than 500 Heroic Soul Stones,” said half-heartedly. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Brothers are not sleepy, so when they are tired, they go to rest and go online in the 

afternoon.” 

 

“Okay, let’s take a break first, we will be online on time at 12 noon.” Said half-life war bones. 

 

With such a good upgrade map, they have three times more experience. They don’t want to sleep more, 

and they quit the game after discussing the time together. 

 

Lu Yang saw Lan Yu leaning in his arms and fell asleep. She awakened Lan Yu to let her offline and rest 

well. He also quit the game, returned to the game after a brief wash, left a sentry tower in place, and 

flew back. St. Gall. 

 



Using a camouflage coat to transform, he flew to Zijin King City through the teleportation, and now it 

has been controlled by Liu Jie. In the past few days, due to monster siege, Liu Jie and Liang Yun 

temporarily suspended the battle. 

 

The monster siege time starts at 12 noon, and it is now 7 am. Most of the people in the main city are 

selling things, but there are not many people outside the main city. 

 

Lu Yang replaced a horned deer mount and ran out of the city. He ran along the Great Plain towards 

Tianji Mountain. In a canyon near the left side of Tianji Mountain, he found a small village full of elves. 

 

System prompt: You found the Nature Guardian Village 

 

This is one of the three vanguards of the demon devil. The other two are Hongsha Town and the Orc. He 

is not familiar with the tasks there. He still remembers the tasks of the Guardian of Nature. 

 

Two tree demon stood at the door and saw Lu Yang approaching. They frowned and asked, “You are not 

an elf clan, why do you pretend to be an elf clan.” 

 

Lu Yang looked around, but found no Elf player, changed his camouflage coat, and said, “Hello, two 

soldiers of the guardian of nature. I am Lu Yang.” 

 

“Lu Yang.” The face of the two tree demon’s faces showed a modest look. 

 

“Flowers and trees spread your legend, you killed many evil tree demon, and prevented them from 

summoning demons,” said a tree demon warrior. 

 

Lu Yang stooped slightly and said, “Sorry, you killed your former people.” 

 

The tree demon warrior said with a serious face: “They used to be our people, but they have fallen, and 

they want to do things that call against the devil, which is against nature. We really hate them and don’t 

have to blame ourselves for what we have done. We It will not be pursued. “ 

 



Lu Yang said, “Thanks for the forgiveness of the God of Nature.” 

 

“What do you want from us?” The tree demon warrior asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “I know you are fighting against demons, and I don’t know what can help you.” 

 

System prompt: You have activated the reputation of Nature Guardian 

 

Your reputation is peace 

 

The tree demon warrior said, “The voice of nature tells us that you are a worthy warrior. We need 

someone to help us kill the evil tree demon. If you want, please go into the depths of Tianji Mountain, in 

the snow forest , There is a group of evil tree demon, they have accepted the blood of the snow and 

snow demons, no longer afraid of the cold, our people cannot enter there to kill them. “ 

 

System prompt: whether to accept the commission of the tree demon warrior 

 

Lu Yang chose to accept, and said, “No problem, I’ll go find them.” 

 

He bid farewell to the tree demon warrior, put on a mount, and ran towards the snow and ice forest. 

The task of the last life did not need to specifically look for the natural guardian, but the reputation of 

the natural guardian increased to worship. This is what Lu Yang is missing. 

 

As for why Lu Yang came to fight the evil tree demon, the main reason is that this thing bursts a special 

curse of quiet rain. 

 

The snow forest is not far from the village of Nature Guardian, and Lu Yang ran for more than an hour. 

 

System prompt: you found the snow and ice forest 

 



In a forest full of frost, teams of blue tree demon were patrolling around, each of them holding a javelin 

in their hands. 

 

Evil Snow Maiden (Elite) 

 

Level: 80 

 

Qi and blood: 3000000/3000000 

 

The health is only 3 million, which proves that they are a group of npc monsters with extremely high 

resistance and strong attack power. Lu Yang looked around. 

 

I have to sigh that players in national costumes are smarter than players in other countries They have a 

better understanding of the game than players in other countries. 

 

Even in this snow-covered forest without any surrounding mountains, they can find the bug location. 

 

Tree demon, the maximum attack distance is 70 meters. This distance is only farther than the wind and 

lightning shooter. As long as other occupations are close to the tree demon, they must be attacked by 

the tree demon first. Stealth was discovered by the surrounding flowers and trees. The tree demon had 

control over the flowers and flowers, and was able to know their location. 

 

Normally, in the face of such a monster that is like a bug, you can only face him rigidly, but in the last 

life, a player in the national costume found a bug. Similarly, he is still a mage. 

 

The location of the bug is on a big tree in the snow-covered forest. Lu Yang looked around and found 

this special big tree. 

 

Although he did not use this bug in the last life, this tree impressed him particularly. The first impression 

is that the tree is really tall, more than 80 meters. 

 



His tip is very thin, not like a trunk, but more like a branch growing from above, shaking in the cold wind 

to the top of the tree. 

 

Normally, who can think that the branch is the location of the bug, and players in national costumes can 

think that according to the game design plan officially announced by the game, everything is based on 

restoring the real world. Since it is restoring the real world, then, During the cold wind, the branches on 

top of this tree will surely be frozen by the cold in tens of degrees below zero. 

 

Even if the player stands on it, as long as they step on several branches at the same time, they will never 

break off the branches. 

 

If the player can stand above the output, the 80-meter-high position is far beyond the 70-meter attack 

distance of the tree demon, and the tree demon will only gather under the tree and be beaten, there 

will be no way. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 859 - 1 Imminent War 

  

Lu Yang came to the big tree, jumped to the top of the tree with an escape dagger, tried to stand on it, 

and it only took him twice to stand. 

 

It happened that a team of tree demon came over. 

 

“Lava Eruption” 

 

Lu Yang pointed under the big tree with his hand, and 12 tree demon surrounded the big tree, 

unfortunately, they just couldn’t hit Lu Yang. 

 

“23146” 



 

“23146” 

 

“50292” (Critical Strike) 

 

… 

 

The nine series of elementary **** are gathered together. Lu Yang’s total value is nearly 20,000. It is 

normal to hit such damage. He continued to look around, and used Skyfire to draw all the tree demon 

within a radius of 200 meters. 

 

In less than 10 minutes, hundreds of tree demon were killed and killed by Lu Yang. He jumped down the 

forest and continued to blame. Suddenly, he saw a tree demon holding a staff with frost marks on his 

face and walking away. Come over. 

 

Lord of the Furious Evil Tree Demon (Lord) 

 

Level: 80 

 

Qi and blood: 200000000/200000000 

 

Lu Yang was looking for this. 

 

“Flame Cross” 

 

Lu Yang’s left hand burst out a swirling flame and flung forward hard, right in the head of the evil evil 

tree demon king. 

 

“38572” (Critical) 

 



“Who dares to attack the master of nature.” The king of the tree demon looked scornfully at Lu Yang, his 

right staff pointed at Lu Yang, and a huge green ball of light flew towards him. 

 

“flicker” 

 

A light flashed, and Lu Yang jumped back 100 meters and came under the bug tree. 

 

“Escape The Dagger” 

 

Lu Yang fell back to the branch precisely. 

 

“No one can escape my hunt.” The Lord of the Tree Demon roared, pointing his staff to the sky. 

 

A green lightning struck Lu Yang instantly. 

 

“59999” 

 

Lu Yang has a blood volume of 150,000, so he is not afraid of this attack. However, if there are a large 

number of people, at least two-thirds of them will be killed by this trick. 

 

Few people in the last life knew the ins and outs of this skill. Because this skill is very special, he attacked 

the whole map. No matter where you are, as long as you are a player, you will be hit by this skill. Class 

skills. 

 

This skill is called Nature’s Fury. Every time this green lightning strikes a player, he will extract the 

energy from the player’s body, and then use this energy to strike another person, increasing the damage 

by 10% each time. 

 

Generally speaking, there are mainly 100 people who kill such field leaders. If 100 people really come, 

they will be hit by this skill, and at least 70 will die. 

 



As for how to crack this skill, no one knows, because the players of the national service found the bug on 

the third day when they found the lord, and then no one wanted to play the game formally, and used 

this bug to kill the lord. 

 

“Cure” 

 

Lu Yang took the healing ring from his backpack and put it on his hand. He used healing skills to release 

several times to fill up his blood. He changed back to the output ring, and the lord came to his tree and 

looked up at him. 

 

“Blazing Heart” 

 

A pure white flame hit the lord’s heart. 

 

“2747640” 

 

The lord’s health dropped a large amount instantly, but unfortunately the lord could not hit him and 

could only continue to stand there and be beaten. 

 

… 

 

Twenty minutes later, the King of the Tree Monsters fell to the ground, and a golden skill book and a 

long black bow fell out. 

 

Dark Fury (Dark Gold) 

 

Level: 80 

 

Damage: 2832-4104 

 

Strength: +1068 



 

Dexterity: +796 

 

Constitution: +766 

 

Additional physical attack: 1376 

 

Additional physical penetration: 1104 

 

Additional physical crit chance: 1152 

 

This longbow is not bad. Lu Yang sent the weapon picture to Han Yu and said, “Your weapon was hit.” 

 

Han Yu said in surprise: “The attack power is so high.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Just make it up, deal with it first, I’ll go back to you later.” 

 

At this stage of level 80, the shooter is the most unlucky, and not to mention others, the mage Lu Yang 

alone has more than 3,000 defenses based on clothes alone. This weapon has 2000 points more defense 

than Lu Yang’s equipment. 

 

At this stage, players with dark gold-level equipment all have more than 90,000 blood, and defense can 

exceed 200,000. In terms of defensive power, any physics profession can restrain the shooter. 

 

Lu Yang picked up another golden skill book. 

 

“Tranquil Rain” 

 

Lu Yang treasured it in his backpack. What he wanted was this skill book. No problem. Facing the 

poisonous mist of the ancient king, he could only use the quiet rain to fight it. 



 

“Dididi” 

 

Han Fei called and said, “Brother, I found an altar. I don’t know if it is here.” 

 

Lu Yang’s eyes lit up and he said, “Give me the live broadcast perspective.” 

 

“Okay.” Han Fei synchronized the live broadcast perspective to Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang saw through a live broadcast perspective that Han Fei had a highly toxic deep lake in front of 

him. There was a small amount of ground in the whole lake where players could stand, and the ground 

looked like an altar. 

 

At the center of the altar, there is a small green bead, which is hanging above the poisonous pool, 

always absorbing the poison in the poisonous pool. 

 

Lu Yang said: “It’s this thing, don’t move. According to this view, it will take a while to make this poison 

ball successful You come back first, and we will go together another day. “ 

 

“Oh.” Han Fei said. 

 

It is enough to be able to find this place. According to the usage method of the ancient king now, it is 

impossible for him to get another poisonous ball. Just yesterday, he sprayed dozens of poisonous mists. 

 

If his poisonous mist is always controlled within 3 large ranges, then Lu Yang is absolutely confident to 

kill the ancient king in World War I. 

 

Turning off the intercom, Lu Yang jumped down from the tree and continued to search for the next King 

of the Tree Demon. There were 6 in the morning. Lu Yang killed all 6 and blasted out 6 books “. 

 

“Don’t taste the corpse, take 6 druids to the hall of the holy city guild.” Lu Yang said. 



 

“Oh.” De Bu tasted the corpse and jumped into the guild hall with 6 people in the form of a small cow. 

He saw Lu Yang asking, “What’s the matter, boss.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed, and handed 6 skill books to Debu Taste Corps, saying, “6 curses, add blood.” 

 

“I rely on it.” De Wu tasted the corpse and said excitedly, “6 forbidden curses.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Be prepared, the war is about to begin.” 

 

“When.” De Buqie asked excitedly. 

 

“The anniversary is over,” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Okay, I’m going to gather the brothers.” De Bu tasted the corpse. 

 

After Lu Yang nodded, letting De Bu taste the corpse to leave, Lu Yang rested for a while, and waited for 

the half-life battle bones to come online. He continued to let the 300 priests take him to brush the 

ancient undead war generals. 

 

For a week, he took 500,000 players to support the three main cities every night. By the afternoon of 

the last day, the entire Brotherhood’s war machine was running again. 

 

In the past few days, the average level of all players has been increased by 3, and most of the players in 

the Jagged Brothers League have been raised to 73. 

 

  

  

  

 



Chapter 860 - Target Seventy Lord 

  

The violent fire law of the rebirth Chapter 860 The target level 70 lord Lu Yang looked at the 3 million 

discussions in the guild and said to Xia Yuwei and White Lion around him, “How about we warm up 

today.” 

 

“How to warm up?” Xia Yuwei asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “At present, we can only defend the 59th wave of monsters every day. How about playing 

70 waves of monsters with me?” 

 

“A level 70 siege siege?” Zhuo Jiu asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Yes, I am going to do it once. The level 70 lord just happened to drop most of our players 

‘current dark gold and gold equipment. I am going to solve all of our players’ equipment problems at 

once.” 

 

“Can you do that?” The White Lion was a little timid. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “If you don’t try to know how, the last day anyway, there will be no loss if the 

city is slaughtered.” 

 

“Then try, let’s call people together.” Zhou Tianming said. 

 

“I’m OK.” 

 

“I’m fine, too.” 

 

… 

 

Seven legionnaires have stated that there is no problem. 



 

“Let’s get ready.” Lu Yang explained to Xia Yuwei and turned to the two who didn’t taste the corpse and 

the deep sea. “I will put this war in the Sea Emperor City. The two of you will make preparations in 

advance.” 

 

“No problem.” De Bu tasted the corpse and the deep sea and left. 

 

Lu Yang said to Lan Yu: “Let the Rev. Skywrath Team return from the Hall of Ten Thousand Souls, and 

they will also participate in the war.” 

 

“Okay,” Lan Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang said to Hei Yan, “All members of the Forbidden Mage Regiment gather.” 

 

“Yes,” Hei Yan said. 

 

Lu Yang watched as everyone left the room. Lu Yang sent a message to all the guild bosses in the five 

main cities who said: “Today, all members of the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood defend the Sea Emperor 

City. . “ 

 

“Is there any activity?” Mr. Yueban asked. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Internal activities, I want to challenge how many monsters can be killed.” 

 

“Uh, then you continue, we will not disturb.” Mr. Yue Ban and the bosses of a number of affiliated guilds 

retreated. For 7 consecutive days, players in each main city raised the level with the help of the Iron 

Brotherhood. Coupled with the equipment dropped on the ground, they have been able to defend the 

city alone. 

 

Players from the studios such as Xuantian and Xingguang have become interested in Lu Yang’s plan. 

 

“Boss Lu Yang, do we need our support?” Kuantian asked. 



 

Lu Yang said, “I welcome anyone who has the ability to forbid spells and lesser spells.” 

 

“I have two of them.” 

 

“I have one here.” 

 

… 

 

In total, more than 200 studios have sent 312 secondary forbidden spell mages, almost the same 

number as the 362 secondary forbidden spell mages owned by the Iron Brotherhood. 

 

Inside the imperial city. 

 

Players quickly felt that today is not the same as usual. More than 6 million players in the entire Jagged 

Brothers Alliance have all come to the Imperial City. 

 

“What happened today.” 

 

“Is there any big move from the Jagged Brotherhood?” 

 

“I do not know.” 

 

… 

 

In the voices of the players, Lu Yang stood on the flame chariot, Xiao Liang drove, Lan Yu and Hei Yan 

followed, and more than 6 million iron brothers’ players collectively left the city and gathered outside 

the three gates. 

 

“The formation is aligned.” 



 

“We need to pay attention to our positions in anti-war and treatment.” 

 

… 

 

All the players in the Jagged Brothers Alliance knew today’s mission, and they were also very interested 

in Lu Yang’s blame for the 70th wave of the blame. Everyone was doing their best to prepare. 

 

Soon, from busy in the morning to noon, the 6 million people lined up, and the players outside the Sea 

Emperor City were turned into copper walls and iron walls. 

 

The shield battle encircled the three walls, leaving only a place for other players to go out, and the 

remaining places were from the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t stand at the head of the city, watching the situation outside the city, it was less than 3 

minutes from 12 noon, everyone was waiting. 

 

2 minutes 

 

1 minute 

 

… 

 

0 

 

System prompt: Monster Siege officially begins 

 

The blue portal opened 20 minutes away from the city. 

 

“Cuckoo ~~” Countless chicks rushed over, but they just landed. 



 

Lu Yang said: “Mage puts skills.” 

 

More than 2 million mages are standing directly in front of the portal. When the chicks appear, they 

release all kinds of magic at the same time. 

 

The chicks were not killed until they landed! 

 

After 5 minutes. 

 

System prompt: The second wave of monsters is coming. 

 

“Successful.” The crowd clapped and celebrated. 

 

Xia Yuwei looked at Lu Yang and said, “You’re a good move. I can’t think of a quick brush.” 

 

Lu Yang thought, this is the method that players have come up with since the second year of the last life. 

Since there is strength to brush monsters, why wait until the end, it is better to rush to the front to 

destroy the monsters at the portal. 

 

As long as the portal has too many monsters, they will stop refreshing, wait for the monsters to run out, 

leave open space, and continue to refresh. 

 

Lu Yang asked more than 2 million mages to wait there in advance, without having to wait for the chicks 

to run out. 

 

“咩咩 ~~” 

 

The second wave was a goat, also killed by a range spell. 

 



The third wave is a wolf. 

 

The fourth wave is cattle. 

 

The fifth wave is a small boss. 

 

… 

 

It wasn’t until the 30th wave was about to blame that the wizards retreated to their original positions, 

and at this time, the time had passed only an hour and a half. 

 

“The next wave is a tyrannical tyrant, for the violent battle and the Templars.” Lu Yang said. 

 

The bone tyrant’s range of attack power is more than 5,000. This seems to be a lot of damage before. 

Now the magic resistance of the immortal suit player can not be broken, and it can only cause slight 

damage to the player of the blood demon temple suit. 

 

300,000 people wearing immortal suits and violent battles and paladins stormed into the bone tyrants. 

Some mages cooperated with them in less than 20 minutes the bone tyrants ended. 

 

The 31st wave to the 39th wave are very easy, and the 40th wave is the lava lord. 

 

Lu Yang took this seriously and let all players return to their positions. Orthodox anti-war and anti-riding 

are responsible for blocking monsters. 

 

The Lava Lord’s attack hardly breaks the defense of a blood demon temple suit. The mage group 

releases the skills at the back. It does not take an hour for the battle to end. At this time, players in other 

main cities only hit the 20th wave. 20 waves slower than the Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

From the 41st wave to the 59th wave, there is still no difficulty for guilds such as the Brotherhood of the 

Iron Blood. Until the 60th wave, the stranger is the Icefield Giant and Rotter the Ripper. 



 

With a smile on Lu Yang’s face, he said, “God help me too, this one is best to kill.” 

 

“What’s wrong?” Lan Yu asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Rotter the Ripper has no special attack skills, it is a high physical attack, but he was 

refreshed when he was a lord in the field or a monster siege, and he could not increase his health when 

he was attacked by many people.” 


